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ABSTRACT

EXPERIMENTAL, THEORETICAL, AND NUMERICAL
EVALUATION OF WICKING MODELS FOR LIQUID
IMBIBITION IN DRY POROUS WICKS

by
Mohammad Amin Faghihi Zarandi

University of Wisconsin- Milwaukee, 2019
Under the Supervision of Professor Krishna M. Pillai

Nowadays commercial wicks are utilized by consumer product companies in several important
commercial applications including Tiki® Brand torches, the passive lubricants of machine gears,
propellant management device, and fragrance dispersion units. Spontaneous imbibition of a liquid
into porous wicks, also called wicking, is modeled using the single-phase Darcy’s law after
assuming a sharp flow-front marked by full saturation behind the front. An analytical expression
for the height of the wicking flow-front as a function of time is tested through comprehensive
experiments using different wicks and an oil as the wicking liquid. We proposed a model based on
sharp liquid-front where a good match with the experimental data was achieved. However the
proposed model based on the sharp liquid-front fails to account for partial saturations in the wicks.
As a result we applied the Richards equation to predict partial liquid saturations in wicks where the
equation is solved numerically in 2-D using COMSOL and analytically in 1-D using Mathematica
for glass-fiber wicks after treating them as transversely-isotropic porous media. As a novel
ii

contribution, the relative permeability and capillary pressure are determined directly from porescale simulations in wick microstructure using the state-of-the-art software GeoDict. The saturation
along the wick length is determined experimentally through a new liquid-N2 based freezing
technique. After including the gravity effect, good agreements between the numerical/analytical
predictions and experimental results are achieved in saturation distributions. We also validated the
Richards equation based model while predicting absorbed liquid-mass into the wick as function of
time.
A series of wicking experiments with wicks procured from our industrial partners were
conducted where the use of a dyed liquid revealed essentially three types of macroscopic (visual)
fronts—sharp, semi-sharp, and diffuse. The particulate wicks (i.e. the wicks formed by sintering
polymer beads) invariably formed sharp fronts, while the fibrous wicks (i.e. wicks formed from
fibers) formed either semi-sharp or diffuse fronts. The porosity was also found to play a role—the
lower-porosity fibrous wicks displayed semi-sharp fronts, while the higher-porosity fibrous wicks
caused the fronts to be diffuse. A study of SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) micrographs
revealed that the latter behavior was caused by clustering of fibers thus leading to the formation of
an inhomogeneous porous medium (perhaps promoting finger formation on micro-fronts). The
experiments also revealed that the visually-observed fronts, for most parts, achieved a good match
with the fronts estimated through the sharp-front mass gain formula. (Such a match was found to
be lacking in the fibrous wicks displaying diffuse fronts.) We also investigated two parameters of
interest to the users of wicks: 1) steady-state (SS) height reached by the visual front at very large
times, 2) the liquid supply rate when the front is near the top. The parameters estimated using our
sharp-front model matched well with the experimentally-observed ones.
Finally we conducted a CFD simulation using FLUENT where the flow of wicking liquid
iii

through a 2D microstructure made of ellipses of varying aspect ratio was modeled. A series of
microstructures were created by varying the ellipse aspect ratio from 1:1 (20*20 µm) to 1:64
(20*1280 µm), with lower values representing particulate porous media and the higher values
representing fibrous porous media. To study the effect of porosity, two values of 50% and 70%
were considered. The flow simulation in particulate porous media produced somewhat even microfronts that indicate a flat visual (macroscopic) front. On the other hand, simulations in fibrous
porous media produced highly uneven micro-fronts that point to a semi-sharp or diffuse visual
fronts. Increasing the porosity results in clustering of solid phase and leads to further increase in
the unevenness of micro-fronts, thus pointing to purely diffuse visual fronts. The evolution of
saturation plots along the flow direction, obtained using a grid superimposed on fluid distribution
pictures, was also studied and the predictions matched our previous experimental and numerical
observations, i.e., particulate media create sharp fronts while fibrous media create diffuse fronts.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background
1-1 Introduction
Imbibition in a porous medium is defined as the displacement of a non-wetting fluid by a
wetting one. Wicking is a special type of imbibition where a liquid displaces air in a dry porous
medium under the driving force of the capillary suction pressure. Of the many methods available
to model the wicking phenomenon mathematically [1], depending on the type of liquid front, the
following three approaches are most popular due to their simplicity and ease in determining all of
the necessary material parameters.

1-2 Wicking models
In the first, older method, the porous medium undergoing wicking is assumed to be as a wick
of parallel capillary tubes aligned with the flow direction. This capillary-type modeling approach
was first proposed by Lucas[2], Bell and Cameron [3], Washburn [4] and later adopted successfully
by others [5-11]. They ignored the inertia and gravity effects and used the momentum balance
equation to derive an analytical solution for the liquid-front height, h, as a function of time, t, in a
vertical capillary tube [1, 12-14], and presented an equation for the relation between this height and
time as
ℎ=

(1 )

This theoretical relationship, called the Washburn equation (also known as the Lucas-Washburn
equation), has the value of n to be 0.5 while c has been shown to be a function of various properties
including surface tension, contact angle, and the hydraulic radius of capillaries. The accuracy of
this equation can be gauged by the fact that the experimentally determined value of n has been
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observed to be in the range 0.46 to 0.48 [15]. Several researchers [15-20] included the neglected
physical effects, including the gravitational and inertial effects in the capillary model to modify it.
Experimental research has demonstrated that the modified capillary model is more accurate than
the traditional Washburn equation [17, 19-21]. Because of its long history, simplicity, and accuracy,
the Washburn equation continues to enjoy the steady support of researchers, particularly among the
chemistry and textile-based research communities.
Despite the popularity of the capillary model, it has a few drawbacks. One of its major
deficiencies is that it is based on the Hagen–Poiseuille flow model of wick of parallel capillary
tubes[22], which means that it is used to predict only one-dimensional (1D) wicking flows as the
parallel capillary tubes are supposed to be aligned with the flow direction. As a result, it cannot
predict two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) flows in wicks with complex shapes. The
real intricate microstructure of a porous medium is substituted with an imaginary structure made
from a wick of capillary tubes. Moreover, the different pores in a real medium are connected to
each other, unlike the capillary models where the capillary tubes are not interconnected [22].
Therefore, this model will not represent the true circuitous, interconnected flows at pore scales seen
in real porous media and hence will always require the use of some kind of additional fitting
parameter such as the hydraulic radius or capillary diameter [22].
Another more recent (and scientifically more in step with the field of flow modeling in porous
media) method to model wicking of liquids into porous media is based on using Darcy’s law [2327]. In 1856, Henry Darcy [28] reported his empirical formula for flow in a porous medium based
on his investigation of the relationship between water, flow-rate through a sand column and the
pressure gradient through a hydraulic resistance term. Darcy’s law method proposed a simple
relation between the average velocity of a liquid and the pressure gradient in a fully-saturated
2

porous medium [26]. The relatively recent method to model the wicking flow using Darcy’s law
are built on the assumption that a clearly-identifiable liquid front travels in the porous medium
during wicking, and that saturation in the region behind the liquid-front is 100% (i.e., all the pore
space is occupied by the wicking liquid) [29]. Pillai et al. continue to develop the Darcy’s law–
based model for predicting and modeling liquid absorption in porous media [20, 22, 30-32] .
Furthermore, the application of Darcy’s law allows researchers to model and predict the twodimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) wicking flows in intricately shaped wicks [31]. Some
porous materials, consisting of elongated pores aligned in a certain direction, are characterized as
anisotropic porous media. The examples of such media found in wicking applications include fiber
mats made from unidirectional fibers, woven or stitched fabrics made from fiber wicks, and paper
made from oriented fibers [1]. Once again, the Darcy’s law based models are amenable to the
prediction of wicking in such media.
Despite the sharp liquid-front assumption used in the derivations of the Washburn and
Darcy’s law-based equations, both have been shown to work quite well for 1D applications while
the latter for 2D or 3D wicking flows [29, 33-35]. In contrast, both the Washburn’s equation and
Darcy’s law based method are not applicable where a sharp liquid-front cannot be observed during
wicking and the wetting of the wick is marked by partial saturation.
In 1931 Richards [36] proposed a model for diffusion of moisture in unsaturated regions
of soil. On using Richards equation, partial saturation and multidimensional analysis can be done
as this equation characterizes two-phase flow in porous media as a diffusive, continuum-based
model [1]. By Applying Richards equation we can predict the diffusive saturation field throughout
a porous medium as a function of time. The detail of this model will be presented in this thesis.
Recently Gruener et al. [37] simulated the progress of water front in nanoporous glass (Vycor) by
3

using a pore network model where a broadening/diffusing of the front was observed. In order to
have a model that mimics the characteristics of their medium, Gruener et al. modeled the medium
by a network of capillaries of the same length but different radii, where they found that water
moving faster through thin capillaries and hence creating a diffusive front. However, their
computer simulation found the mean rise-level (the overall average) following the predictions of
the Lucas-Washburn equation by being proportional to square root of time [38] [39] [40].
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Chapter 2: Liquid Front Type Characterization
2-1 Introduction
Knowing the type liquid front is very important in proposing the correct type of governing
equations for the wicking process. The type of liquid front helps us to adapt the most related and
accurate governing equations. In addition, knowing the type liquid-front leads to an accurate study
of the wicking process and to proposing correct parameters and dimensionless numbers related to
the wicking process. During the spontaneous imbibition of a liquid into dry porous wicks, the
liquid travels in the wicks in broadly two different forms: either with a sharp front, or with a
diffusive front. In the sharp-front case, the saturation in the region immediately behind the liquid
front can be approximated to be 100% (i.e., all the available pore space is occupied by the absorbed
liquid) and this saturation precipitously drops to 0% (i.e., all the available pore space is occupied
by air) in a very narrow region. In contrast, in the diffusive-front case, the wetting of the wick is
marked by a zone of partial saturation (i.e., the saturation changing from 100% to 0% in a broad
region). In this chapter, the main goal is investigating the type of front appearing in the considered
wicks. Hence, we set up a wicking experiment in which we put the vertically-aligned wicks one
by one in touch with a liquid dyed red.

2-2 Study of liquid fronts during the wicking process
In order to have a comprehensive and reliable investigation, we decided to study a
relatively large sample of six (6) wicks made from the sintering of polymer beads (to be called
sintered-beads wicks) and twelve (12) wicks made from fibers (to be referred to as fibrous wicks)
shown in Figure 1. The former are named from B1 to B6 while the latter are named from F1 to
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F12 1 . The glass fiber wicks in Figure 1(a) to (h) were supplied by Lamplight Farm Inc. at
Menomonee Falls, and the wicks (i) to (r) were supplied by S. C. Johnson at Racine during our
collaboration with them.

1

The names of the wicks and the test liquid will not be revealed due to the confidentiality agreements.
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(i)

(j)

(k)

(m)

(p)

(l)

(n)

(q)

(o)

(r)

Figure 1 Photographs of the eighteen investigated cylindrical wicks made of polymer beads and fibers
(a) to (l) correspond to fibrous wicks F1 to F12 and (m) to (r) correspond to sintered-polymer beads B1
to B6, respectively
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2-2-1

Wicking experiment result

To find the type liquid front during the wicking process in the investigated wicks, we used
a special type of dye to be added to the wicking liquid and this dye helped us to track and observe
the type of liquid front easily. As the liquid rose up into the wicks, we were able to determine its
front type visually. The result of the wicking experiment are shown in Figure 2 for the investigated
wicks. As is evident, all the wicks made from polymer beads (B1 to B6) displayed remarkably
sharp fronts. In contrast, only 5 wicks made from fibers (F1, F2, F5, F8 and F12) displayed mildly
sharp fronts (to be called the semi-sharp fronts) compared to those for B1 to B6. (Note that the
region behind the fronts in the latter is not as red as for the B1 to B6 wicks). Hence the saturation
behind the fronts in the latter can be deemed to be somewhat less than 100 %.) The remaining
fibrous wicks (F3, F4, F6, F7, and F9 to F11) displayed significant finger formation and uneven
saturation distributions. Hence, their wicking fronts can only be called the diffuse fronts.
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(B1)

(B2)

(B4)

(F1)

(B3)

(B5)

(B6)

(F2)

(F5)

(F3)

(F6)
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(F4)

(F7)

(F8)

(F9)

(F10)

(F11)

(F12)

Figure 2 Results of the wicking experiment conducted to determine the type of flow front for the
sintered beads (B1 to B6) and fibrous wicks (F1 to F12). The wicks made of beads (B1 to B6)
display sharp fronts, the fibrous wicks F1, F2, F5, F8 and F12 display semi-sharp fronts, while
the fibrous wicks F3, F4, F6, F7, and F9 to F11 display diffuse fronts.

2-3 Preliminary investigation of different types of liquid front
It is instructive to study the changes in the wicking fronts of wicks showing diffusive fronts.
In this regard, we did two different investigations to find this different behavior in terms of form
10

of liquid front in the selected wicks. First, in terms of visual comparison, we chose the two wicks
F3 and F4 to investigate the reason behind their different types of front compare to the sinteredbeads wicks and the other fibrous wicks. Figure 3 describes the changes in the liquid front
formation and progress with time. As we can see, initially, the front is sharp, which then turns into
a semi-sharp one, and finally takes the form of a diffusive front with fingers. This indicates that as
the front moves farther away the source of liquid (i.e., the liquid surface), the front changes from
being sharp to being semi-sharp to finally being diffuse. This implies that as the availability of
liquid to the front becomes more difficult (because of the increase in viscous resistance due to the
enlargement of the flow path of a liquid element), the front has the tendency to become
increasingly more diffuse in the fibrous wicks F3 and F4.

(F3)

(F4)
Figure 3 Different stages of liquid-front formation in the fibrous wicks F3 and F4

Second, we will explore the microstructural causes of this divergent morphological
behavior of the fronts. For this comparison, we picked one wick from each type of the wicks, B4,
11

sintered-beads wick, F2 and F4, fibrous wick made of short fibers with lower and higher porosity,
respectively. In order to find the mystery behind these three different front types, we acquired
Micro-CT (Computed Tomography) images of the longitudinal sections of three different wicks
displaying three different front types. As can be concluded from Figure 4-a for the wicks B1 to
B6, a homogeneous particulate structure of a wick made from polymer beads leads to a sharp front
as the pore space get filled by the wicking liquid uniformly without the presence of any local
inhomogeneities that leads to preferential climbing of tiny micro-fronts, thus causing a ‘diffusion’
of the front. Let us now consider the fibrous wicks F1 and F2. The wicks F1 and F2 made of short
parallel fibers with the lower porosity1 values (Figure 4-b), the liquid-air interface, as we saw
earlier, is very close to forming a sharp front. In this type of wicks, apparently the short length of
fibers and their closer packing overcome the effect of local inhomogeneities. In contrast, in the
wicks F3 and F4 made of short parallel fibers with higher porosity values (Figure 4-c), factors such
as fiber clustering cause the liquid front to transform from the initial sharp type to the diffusive
type, and the looser packing of fibers apparently intensifies this process.
It is instructive to discuss the impact of the porosity a little bit more. A study of Table 1
(Page 33) and Table 9 (Page 80) reveal that the porosity of the wicks B1 to B6 is between 35 to
51%, those of the wicks F1 and F2 is from 60% to 65%, and those of the wicks F3 and F4 is 85%
each. So one can see that as the porosity increases, the front type changes from sharp to semi-sharp
to diffuse. One can argue that if the porosity is low, then the particles and fibers are closer to each
other and more homogeneously distributed, and hence the tiny micro-fronts climb uniformly in the
interstitial channels to generate a sharper macro-front. On the other hand when the porosity is high,
the fibers tend to cluster with big gaps between the clusters, and as a result, the micro-fronts climb

1

Porosity is defined as the ratio of the void-space volume between fibers to the total volume of the wick
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preferentially along the clusters, thereby leading to finger formation and a diffuse macro-front.
This hypothesis needs to be tested further in future, either through a Navier-Stokes flow simulation
within the wick microstructure obtained from µ-CT, or through a pore network model simulation
conducted on a pore network reconstructed from the 2D SEM or 3D µ-CT images.

Figure 4 Micro-CT images acquired for three different wicks: (a) sintered-beads wick B4 (b) Fibrous

wick F2 (with a low porosity) (c) Fibrous wicks F4 (with a higher porosity)

2-4 Conclusion
In this chapter the first question was: can one observe sharp liquid-fronts in all the wicks?
If not, then how many of them will display a diffuse front? To answer this preliminary, a wicking
experiment was conducted where a red dyed liquid was spontaneously imbibed by the selected
wicks in a vertical configuration. Overall, three categories of fronts were observed. The sinteredbeads wicks (B1 to B6) unfailingly showed a sharp front during these experiments. The fibrous
wicks, F1, F2, F5, F8 and F12, displayed slightly-perturbed sharp fronts which were deemed to
fall into an intermediate category of semi-sharp fronts. The remaining fibrous wicks, F3, F4, F6,
F7, and F9 to F11, displayed the diffuse fronts that were characterized by the presence of large
fingers. The SEM images of the sintered-beads wicks and some of the fibrous wicks reveal that
the presence of aligned fibers in the latter is the cause of fudges in the liquid front—the local
13

clustering of fibers lead to speeding of liquid compared to the high porosity regions, thereby
leading to the blurring of the front. A correlation with porosity is also observed—the arc of rising
porosity from the sintered-beads wicks (B1 to B6) to the lower-porosity fibrous wicks (F1 to F2)
to the higher-porosity fibrous wicks (F3 to F4) corresponds to progressive ‘diffusing’ of the front
from being sharp to semi-sharp to diffuse, respectively.
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Chapter 3: Sharp-Front Approach
3-1 Introduction
In this chapter, as we found that some of the investigated wicks have sharp liquid fronts,
we will discuss about the usefulness and application of sharp front approach and we will focus our
investigation just on the wicks with sharp liquid fronts.
The Washburn’s equation, using the sharp-front approximation, is a popular approach to
model spontaneous imbibition of a wetting liquid (also called wicking) into a porous medium and
has a history of achieving satisfying match with the experimental results after employing a couple
of adjustable parameters including hydraulic radius and tortuosity [2, 4]. The equation is also
called the capillary model in literature since a porous substrate is assumed to be consisting of a
wick of aligned capillary tubes and the movement of wetting liquids into porous media is modeled
as the capillary-pressure driven flow of liquids through a wick of parallel capillary tubes [23].
Since pores in a real porous medium are connected to each other, the wicking flows are often
complex and three-dimensional (3D). However, the capillary model, because of its basis in parallel
tubes aligned along a certain direction, can be used to predict wicking only along one direction
(i.e., only 1D flows), which means the prediction of two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional
(3D) wicking flows in wicks with complex shapes is not possible [23].
Furthermore, the Washburn’s equation neglects physical effects, including the
gravitational and inertial effects, which makes it less applicable; even though, there have been
various modifications in order to make it an accurate model [19-21, 41, 42].
In order to overcome the disadvantages of the Washburn’s equation, recently a more
versatile wicking-prediction method based on Darcy’s law has been proposed [20, 22-26, 31]. The
15

Darcy’s law, which is a crucial equation to model flows in porous media, is a simple linear
relationship between the pressure gradient and the average velocity of a liquid. This modeling
approach using Darcy’s law is based on the assumption that a sharp liquid-front travels in the
porous medium during wicking and the saturation in the region behind the liquid-front is 100%
(i.e., all the pore space is occupied by the absorbed liquid) [29]. Here the suction pressure at the
front is created due to surface energy considerations and the liquid flow in the saturated region
constitutes single-phase flow in porous media [43].
In this chapter, the Darcy’s law–based approach, using the single-phase flow assumption
behind a clearly defined liquid front, is used to predict liquid absorption into different types of
wicks made of either aligned fibers or polymer beads. We develop a new theoretical expression to
predict the height of the liquid-front as a function of time in transversely-isotropic wicks. The
proposed analytical formula is compared with the experimental results based on mass absorption
history and is found to be as applicable, if not more so, than the conventional Washburn equation.

3-2 Mathematical Model
During wicking, we assume that all of the pore space within a wick behind the moving
front is occupied by a single fluid or phase. As a result, we assume the region behind the liquid
front is fully saturated and the saturation jumps from one to zero over a very small distance1. It
implies that the single-phase Darcy’s law is the momentum equation for the flow of a single liquid;

1

Such an assumption also forces us to assume that no second phase (air) is trapped behind the moving sharp liquidair front. As was described in the reference [29.
Masoodi, R. and K.M. Pillai, Single-Phase (Sharp-Interface)
Models for Wicking, in Wicking in Porous Materials: Traditional and Modern Modeling Approaches. 2012, CRC
Press. p. 97-129.], the sharp-front assumption presupposes a high-Capillary number liquid-wetting process
characterized by small pockets of trapped residual air phase behind the moving front. The trapped phase quickly gets
mobilized in the form of tiny bubbles which moves quickly towards the front to burst there. Hence the fullysaturated region behind the sharp-front is reasonable.
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its form in an anisotropic porous medium is given [26] as
=−

.

(1)

where V is the volume-averaged liquid velocity (also called the Darcy velocity) and K is the
permeability tensor of the transversely-isotropic wick1 and it is of the form KI (with I being the
diagonal unity tensor) for the isotropic wicks made of polymer beads. The pore-averaged modified
pressure, P, which includes the effect of gravity-induced hydrostatic variation in pressure, is
defined as
=

+

ℎ

(2)

such that p is the ordinary liquid (hydrodynamic) pressure and h is the height of a point within the
fully-wetted (saturated) wick (Figure 5)

Figure 5 A schematic of the 1D flow and liquid-front position in a glass-fiber wick. Here x is the

coordinate along the fiber axis, while y and z are transverse to it.
Due to the tensor nature of the permeability for wicks made of aligned fibers, Eq. 1 can be
expressed as

1

Permeability can be either a scalar quantity, as in the case of an isotropic porous medium or it can be a secondorder tensor, as in the case of an anisotropic medium.
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0
0
0

=−

such that

,

,

0
0

(3)

0

are the x, y and z components of the volume-averaged velocity vector V. Since

the three principal directions of K coincide with the three coordinate directions shown in Figure
5, the matrix representation of K is diagonal in nature with

,

,

being the three principal

components. Note that a typical wick with parallel, aligned fibers and wicks with polymer beads,
respectively, are the transversely-isotropic and isotropic type porous media. (For the fibrous wicks,
here the direction z is along the fibers, while the across directions x and y, due to symmetry about
the fiber axis, are equivalent to each other.) The resultant velocity components can be resolved as
=−

(4)

=−

(5)

=−

(6)

Another governing equation for the flow of an incompressible liquid in a solid porous
medium is the macroscopic mass-balance equation, the manipulation of which yields an elliptic
equation for pressure:
.

=0→

+

+

=0→−

−

−

= 0 (7)

The last step is due to the use of Eqs. 4, 5 and 6 in the mass balance equation. If we assume
the velocities in the transverse-to-the-fiber-axis direction (i.e., y and x directions) to be negligible
(i.e., Vy= Vx =0), the pressure equation simplifies to
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=0

(8)

which has a general solution of the form
( )=

+

(9)

The constants a and b are evaluated using the boundary conditions (b.c.s) in terms of the modified
pressure, P. However, the b.c.s in terms of the pore averaged hydrodynamic pressure, p, are
=
=

at

= 0

at

= ℎ

−

(10a)
(10b)

where hf is the height of the liquid front during wicking (Figure 5). Note that the capillary action
results in the creation of the suction (or capillary) pressure, ps, at the liquid-front at h=hf which is
responsible for the vertical absorption of the liquid column along the wick during wicking.
Let us define the b.c.s in term of the pore-averaged modified pressure, P, in the wetting
liquid. On using Eq. 2 with Eq. 9 above, we get
=
=

+

ℎ −

at

= 0

(11a)

at

= ℎ

(11b)

The use of these b.c.s in the general solution, Eq. 9, results in the following expression for the
modified pressure:
( )=

+

−

(12)

Note that this solution is valid for the range 0 ≤ h ≤ hf (t) where the liquid-front height, hf, is a
function of time.
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The following derivation is similar to the one proposed by Masoodi and Pillai [31] earlier
for an isotropic wick. Except for a few subtle differences (such as the permeability, K, for the
isotropic medium being replaced with the z component principal permeability, Kz), other features
are the same—it is replicated here for the purposes of enhancing readability. If we relate the Darcy
velocity (Eq. 1) at the liquid-front, z = hf, with the liquid-front speed,

, the liquid-front location,

hf , can be derived from
=−

( = ℎ )/ = −

(13)

where Vz is the Darcy velocity component along the h direction (Figure 5). Furthermore, the use
of Eq. 13 in Eq. 14 results in
=−

(

−

)

(14)

This is an ordinary differential equation. After applying the separation of variables and
subsequently integrating Eq.1 by applying the initial conditionh (t = 0) = 0, we get
−

where

ℎ =

(15)

is the suction pressure. This is the final implicit equation for the liquid-front height as a

function of time.
If we neglect the effect of gravity, integration of Eq. 15 leads to an alternate expression for hf as
ℎ =

√

(16)

which is identical in form to the Washburn Equation and is similar to what was obtained before
for isotropic porous wicks [20].
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Now, if we do include the effect of the gravity for our case, notwithstanding the fact that
Eq. 15 is in an implicit form, it can be converted to a more accessible, explicit form by using the
Lambert function [22]. By dividing all terms in Eq. 15 by –ps and on subtracting 1 from both sides,
it turns into
+

−1=−

−1

(17)

Taking the exponential of both sides, we rearrange it as

− 1

=−

(18)

which is similar to the Lambert function. The Lambert function, which is also known by the names
of omega function or product logarithm, is a set of functions that are branches of the inverse
relation of the function [44, 45] given below:
( )=

(19)

The general approach for solving Eq. 20 is to move all the unknowns to one side of the
equation and transform it into the form y = W(z)e

( )

. Then the function W, the Lambert

function, returns the value of x through the relation
=

( )

( )

↔

=

( )

(20)

Accordingly, on applying the proposed approach to Eq.19 results in

− 1=

(−

)

(21)

which is easily manipulated into an explicit relation for the liquid-front height as a function of time
as
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ℎ =

1+

(−

)

(22)

Once the location of the liquid-front is known, the following equation can be used to estimate the
absorbed liquid mass, m, as a function of time
( )=

ℎ

(23)

after exploiting the assumption of 100% saturation behind the liquid front. (Here R is the radius
of the wick and ρ is the density liquid.) In the same way, Eq. 23 can be used to estimate the liquidfront height as a function of time once the mass of wicked liquid is known as a function of time.
On studying Eq. 22, one notices that we have not yet presented a method to estimate the
capillary suction pressure, p . In a porous medium, the imbibition of wetting liquids into a porous
medium under sharp-front conditions is caused by the formation of a capillary pressure at the liquid
front. The capillary suction pressure is the difference between surface energies of the dry and wet
solid matrices. Using an energy balance model [29], the expression for the capillary pressure for
flow along fibers is given as
=

(

)

(24)

while for the wicks made of sintered beads, the following expression [46] is deemed appropriate
=

Here

(25)

is the radius of fibers, Re is the equivalent capillary radius, γ is the surface tension of the

liquid and Ɵ is the contact angle between the solid-phase surface and the test liquid.
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3-3 Porous Wicks Characterization
In order to investigate the efficacy of theoretical models to predict wicking of liquids
through porous wicks, first we need to characterize the wicks in terms of the involved parameters.
The parameters such as the properties of the fibrous porous medium [porosity ( ), axial permeability
(Kz), fiber or bead diameter (D)], properties of the wetting liquid [viscosity (µ), surface tension (γ)]
and finally, the property related to the interaction between the solid and liquid phases [contact angle
(Ɵ)] were characterized accurately. For the rigorous testing of the proposed model, these properties
were all measured independently and none of them was used as a fitting parameter.
We did our investigation on two batch of wicks separately. The first batch included wicks B1
to B6 and F1 to F4 and the second batch included F5 to F12. Also, two different type of liquids
were used as the wicking liquid. The wicking liquid used for the first batch is a type of coconut oil
and the second liquid is a hydrocarbon solvent containing cycloalkanes, alkanes and aromatics. All
the above-described properties were characterized at room temperature (22˚C± 2˚C). In the
following sub-sections, the progress of liquid-front as a function of time and the procedures for
measuring the mentioned properties are described in detail.
3-3-1

Measurement of Fiber and Bead Diameter

The diameter of fibers is one of the quantities which has a critical effect on the properties
employed in our wicking model such as the porosity or the permeability. The diameter of the fibers
used in the studied wicks, F1, F2, F5, F8 and F12 were measured carefully under an optical
microscope and their values are presented in Table 1.
For the sintered-beads wicks B1 to B6, the effective radius of the channels formed between
squished beads is one of the primary quantities which has a critical effect on the capillary suction
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pressure employed in our wicking models.
The SEM images (Figure 6) reveal that the sintered-beads wicks are made through some
type of sintering process which causes the beads to join and morph into a foam-like structure.
Hence, when the wick was sectioned for microscopy, instead of seeing clear-cut round particles
with recognizable diameters, we observed 2D sections of the complex 3D microstructures. As the
solid-phase distribution in these sections is quite complex and consists of lumps with different
characteristic sizes, we needed to find the equivalent capillary radius,

, of the channels formed

between the particles (which also gives one an idea about the bead size or diameter). This radius
[43] is computed through
=2

,

(26)

,

where Aint,s is the sectional areas of solid particles and Pint,s is the total perimeter of the solid
particles.
In order to calculate

, we needed to have a very accurate image of the cross-section of

the wick. Hence, we acquired these images using the scanning electron microscope (SEM) that are
shown in Figure 6.
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(B1)

(B2)

(B3)

(B4)
(B5)
(B6)
Figure 6: SEM of the cross-sections of samples of the sintered-beads wicks. The photographs
correspond to the wicks B1 to B6, respectively.

After obtaining the SEM images, we needed to separate the solid phase from the voids in
order to have a separate image of just the solid phase. We imported the solid-phase marked image
into COMSOL, the multi-physics software, in order to use its image processing feature to calculate
the area and perimeter of the marked area. The equivalent capillary radii, R , for the investigated
wicks was then calculated using Eqn. 26 (see Table 1 for the results).

Figure 7: Image processing the SEM images to find the equivalent capillary radius: (left) original
image, (middle) identification of the sectioned solid phase, (right) using a grid to quantify the
void region and do further image processing.
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3-3-2

Porosity Measurement

Porosity is defined as the ratio of the void-space volume between fibers to the total volume of
the wick. As we investigated two different type of wicks, made of fibers and polymer beads, the
characterization is done separately for each type.
3-3-2-1

Fibrous Wicks

For measuring the porosity of the wicks made of aligned glass fibers, we use two different
methods: 1-Dipping Method 2- Micrograph Method. In the dipping method, as the wick has a
cylindrical shape, we first estimated the volume of a piece of wick by measuring its height and
radius. Later, it is immersed in the liquid kept in a graduated cylinder (Figure 8) and the volume of
fibers is estimated by noting the rise in the liquid level caused by the submergence. (The wick
sample is kept for a sufficiently long time and shaken while submerged to shake lose any trapped
air bubbles.) Using the wick-piece and fiber volumes, the porosity can be estimated using the
formula
=

in which

=

−

(27)

is the volume of the fibers,

and V is the total volume of the wick sample.
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is the volume of the inter-fiber void spaces,

Figure 8 The dipping method involves measuring the porosity by measuring the volume of
liquid displaced by a wick piece submerged in a liquid kept in a graduated cylinder

In the micrograph method for measuring the porosity, a section of the wick across its axis
is studied under an optical micrograph and the porosity is estimated from the ratio of the total crosssection area of the fibers and that of the inter-fiber void space. Since the fibers in the dry wick are
moveable, it is not possible to apply this method without first ‘locking’ the fibers in their place.
This was accomplished by dipping one end of the wick in a pool of curing epoxy (Figure 9a) and
then allowing it to fully wet and finally cure into a hard ‘composite’. Later, the samples cast in
epoxy are polished with progressively finer sanding papers (1200, 800, 600, 240, 120 µm grains)
such that the fibers cross-sections are clearly visible in the cross-section Figure 9b). The
corresponding micrographs are shown in Figure 10 for the five investigated wicks.
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Figure 9 Preparation of a wick sample for making micrograph (a) Dunking a glass fiber wick
into epoxy in order to lock the fibers in their places inside the sample (b) Polished and grounded
sample ready for producing the micrograph

(F1)

(F5)

(F2)

(F8)

(F12)

Figure 10 Typical optical micrographs of the cross-sections of wicks samples cast in epoxy for
measuring porosity (ε = =
) . The spotty dark spots represent fiber cross-sections
while the lighter background is the epoxy matrix. The photographs correspond to the wicks F1,
F2, F5, F8 and F12, respectively
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By importing the micrograph images into COMSOL, the porosity was obtained as the ratio of
pore area to total area after using the inbuilt image processing features of the software. The values
of the porosity obtained from the two mentioned methods are presented in Table 1. In order to have
repeatable values, each measurement was done five times. As it can be seen from Table 1, all the
porosity values were measured with 95% confidence interval1. As the values for the porosity
provided in Table 1 demonstrate, there is good correlation between the values obtained from the
two separate porosity measuring methods for some wicks. However, some divergence in the values
is observed for some other wicks. The reason for such differences is perhaps related to the presence
of inhomogeneities inside the porous medium (i.e., the wick). Instead of the ideal arrangement of
fibers in a parallel, equidistant fashion, one such inhomogeneity could be caused by local fiber
clustering in the considered portions of the micrographs (see Figure 10). The possible reasons for
this inhomogeneity could be: (a) squeezing of the wick during the making of the epoxy samples,
(b) unavoidable kinking of fibers along their axes, etc.

3-3-2-2

Polymer bead Wicks

For measuring the porosity of our wicks, we decided to use the area-based approach rather
than the volume-based approach. (In the former, the porosity is obtained from a section as the ratio
of the void area to the total area; in the latter, it is obtained from a volume as the ratio of the void
volume to the total volume.) For the fibrous wicks, we acquired the micrographs shown in Figure
10 using the procedure described in detail in our earlier paper [48]. For the sintered-beads wicks,
we used the SEM images that were acquired for measuring the equivalent capillary radius as

1

The 95 % confidence interval represents the range the wicks property will fall in 95 % of times. 47.
Wheeler, A.J. and A.R. Ganji, Introduction to engineering experimentation. 1996: Prentice Hall New
Jersey.
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described in the last sub-section. For these wicks, we did not use the dipping method, as the SEM
based methods has enough accuracy and are reliable.
As we did with the sintered-beads wicks, we were able to find the area of the marked
regions (Figure 7) as solid area by using COMSOL. This enabled us to find porosity through using
the formula
= 1−

= 1−

(1)

The corresponding results for porosity of the fibrous and sintered-beads wicks are
presented in Table 1.
3-3-3

Measurement of Surface Tension & Contact Angle

A tensiometer, shown in Figure 11a, is used to measure both the surface tension and contact
angle. It was used to measure the surface tension of the liquid using the Wilhelmy plate method
where the force resulting from the suspension of a small plate is measured. Here, as in the
measurement of the permeability and porosity, the surface-tension measurement is repeated ten
times in order to have representative, repeatable data; the final values with the corresponding 95 %
confidence intervals are displayed in Table 1.
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Figure 11 (a) The tensiometer (also known as DCA or the dynamic contact-angle
analyzer) used for measuring the surface tension and contact angle (b) A Wilhelmy plate
inserted into the liquid in order to measure the surface tension using changes in the
downward force (transmitted through the tiny rod) with the help of a sensitive microbalance

In order to measure the contact angle, one of the properties quantifying the interaction
between the wicks and the wicking liquid, the tensiometer is utilized once again. The measurement
speed (i.e., the speed at which the sample is dipped into the liquid) was set to 5 mm/min to
minimize the viscous and inertial effects. The average values of the advancing and receding contact
angles, obtained from twenty repeated up-and-down-traverse measurements for the 95 %
confidence interval values of the contact angle, are presented in Table 1. For the second batch of
the wicks (B1 to B6 and F1 to F4), since we could not get a flat surface of the solid phase that
makes our wicks, we decided to use a whole wick to estimate the contact angle. The same concept
as that used in the Wilhelmy-plate technique was employed where the liquid film attached to its
perimeter creates a downward force that is proportional to the cosine of the contact angle. To
obtain an accurate value for contact angel, we need to ensure that the liquid is not being imbibed
by the wick during the measurement process. Hence, As it is shown in Figure 12, we left all our
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wicks submerged in the wicking liquid for some time to make sure that they are completely
saturated with the liquid. Also we used a dyed liquid to make sure visually that the wicks are fully
saturated and no wicking happens during the measurement. The final averaged contact-angle was
discovered to be very close to the zero for all the mentioned wicks. This implies that the wicks
were wetted perfectly by the chosen test liquid.

Figure 12. The tensiometer (also called DCA or the dynamic contact angle analyzer) used for
measuring the contact angle
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Table 1 . Measured Properties of the fibrous wicks, F1, F2, F5, F8 and F12, and wicks made
of polymer beads B1 to B6 (Each measured property is shown along with a 95% confidence
interval.)
Wick

Fiber
Diameter (µm)

Equivalent
Capillary
Radius (µm)

Porosity
(Micrograph/ SEM
Methods)

Porosity
(Dipping
Method)

Contact Angle
(Degree)

F1
F2
F5
F8
F12
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6

23.15±0.27
43.88±0.65
19.46±0.56
25.63±0.87
24.69±0.95
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
6.67
7.95
20.43
6.12
11.8
10.03

0.65±0.021
0.60±0.08
0.72±0.07
0.62±0.02
0.59±0.01
0.37±0.02
0.43±0.065
0.49±0.012
0.35±0.019
0.47±0.08
0.51±0.065

0.63±0.035
0.58±0.084
0.74±0.03
0.62±0.03
0.59±0.01
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

0
0
74.11±3.98
68.28±3.13
64.03±2.48
0
0
0
0
0
0

3-3-4

Viscosity measurement

One of the important properties of the liquid is its dynamic viscosity, which is directly used in
Darcy’s law. The five measurements of the viscosity of the used liquid for the corresponding 95 %
confidence interval were done using the Brookfield viscometer with a rotating cylinder [49]; the
average values for both the liquids are presented in Table 2.
Table 2 Measured values of the surface tension and viscosity of the wicking liquid at room
temperature using the tensiometer and Brookfield viscometer, respectively.
Wicking Liquid 1
Wicking Liquid 2

3-3-5

Density (kg/m3)
931
872

Surface Tension (mN/m)
36.16 ± 0.095
27.39 ± 0.018

Viscosity (mPa.s)
3.61 ± 0.28
2.175 ± 0.073

Permeability measurement

The permeability of wicks can be determined by: a) an experimental method appropriate
for such tow-scale systems, b) formerly developed theoretical models, and c) numerical
simulations based on solving the Stokes flow equations and Whitaker’s closure formulation
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equations. The results derived from all these methods have been compared to bolster the
accuracy and find an agreement among them. Among the mentioned three methods, the
theoretical and numerical methods were done just on some selected wicks to evaluate their
accuracy and reliability, but the experimental method was done for all the wicks. Hence, the
tables in which the permeability values are presented, the theoretical and numerical values are
just for wicks F7, F8, F10, F11, and F12. In order to preserve the consistency, the permeability
values acquired theoretically and numerically for wicks F7, F10 and F11 are presented in this
section; although these wicks display diffusive fronts.
3-3-5-1 Permeability measurement methods
3-3-5-1-1 Theoretical models
The expressions for permeability of a fibrous porous media can be divided into different
categories, including completely empirical models, phenomenological flow models (for
cylindrical fiber-like, conduit-type or tube-type geometries), statistical models, network
models, deterministic models based on Stokes flow, and flow-around-submerged-objects
models [46]. Most of current theoretical models for permeability are generally of the form
=
where

is the porosity and

( )

(28)

is the fiber or bead diameter and ( ) is a function of

porosity .
The fibrous wicks are often idealized as stacks of aligned parallel fibers which create a
transversely-isotropic porous medium. In the theoretical models considered here, we have
included not only those pertaining to parallel fibers but also those who have been derived for
other types of porous media with different microstructures such as the particulate (soil-like)
media. Hence the permeability models tested in this chapter have been categorized as the
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general models developed for isotropic porous media, the models that were developed for the
flow axial to parallel fibers, and the models for the flow transverse to parallel fibers.
List of ( ):

3-3-5-1-1-1

General models

Kozeny-Carman [26]

(

(29)

)

Davies [34]
) . [

(

(30)

) ]

(

Chen [35]
0.129 (

)

.

ln (

(31)

)

Tomadakis and Robertson [50]
(
.
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.
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) .
)

.
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(32)

Flow axial to parallel fibers

Berdichevski and Cai [51]
(

)

ln

(

)
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(33)

Gebart [52]
(

)
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3-3-5-1-1-3

Flow transverse to parallel fibers

Berdichevski and Cai [51]:
(

ln

)

(

−

)

(

)

(

)

(35)

Gebart [52]:

−1

√

=1−

as

(36)

√

Bruschke and Advani (square unit-cell: Figure 13) [53]:
(

)

( (

(

=
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√

))

+

(37)

+ 1)

(38)

(1 − )

Figure 13- Arrangement of fibers in the square unit-cell for [53].

Bruschke and Advani (hexagonal unit-cell: Figure 14) [53]:
(
√

)

( (

(

)/(

))

+

+ 1)

(39)

where
=

√

(1 − )

36

(40)

Figure 14- Arrangement of fibers in the hexagonal unit-cell for [53].
For the determination of permeability using the theoretical models, and also using the two
numerical simulation methods to be described subsequently, we need the twin parameters of the
porosity and average fiber-diameter to be provided after accurate characterization. For testing the
accuracy of the theoretical as well as numerical simulation models, these properties were
measured independently (Table 1and Table 9) and neither of them were used as a fitting
parameter.
The comparison between the permeability predicted by both the theoretical models and
numerical simulation results is presented later in the section for results and conclusion.
3-3-5-1-2 Numerical simulation methods for permeability estimation
Here we will describe the salient features of the physics involved in estimating the permeability of our
fibrous porous media using numerical simulations.
3-3-5-1-2-1

Stokes flow simulation (GeoDict)

In this section, we will briefly describe our method for using the commercial software called
GeoDict [54] which relies on simulating Stokes flow through a unit-cell to estimate the medium
permeability. The novelty here is the use of the geometry generating feature of the software to
create a unit-cell suitable for our medium.
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The continuity and Navier–Stokes equations for simulating flow are given by:
∇. V⃗ = 0
+ V⃗. ∇ V⃗ = −∇ + ∇ V⃗

(41)
(42)

Here ∇p is the local pressure gradient, V⃗ is the point-wise velocity while is the fluid viscosity.
Since we are interested in slow, creeping flows through a porous medium, the particle-based
Reynolds number is less than or equal to 1. In such a flow regime, the inertia terms in the
Navier-Stokes equation can be neglected and the resulting Stokes equation representing our
momentum-balance equation is given as
∇ = ∇ V⃗

(43)

In such a case of microscopic flow, the Darcy’s law [28, 33-35] can be used to the scale-up
flow through the fibrous porous medium as
〈V⃗〉 = − . ∇〈 〉

(44)

where 〈V⃗〉 is the volume-averaged flow velocity and, 〈 〉 is the pore-averaged pressure. K, the
permeability of the porous medium, is a second-order tensor for our case of aligned fibers and
has units of m2.
Here, we describe the usage of the software GeoDict, developed at Fraunhofer-IWTM
Germany [54], in solving the Stokes flow equations, given by Eqns 41 and 42, to predict the
flow in a unit cell and to thus estimate the permeability of our tow-level porous medium. While
using GeoDict, we decided to generate our 3D unit-cell resembling the fibrous medium at hand,
rather than getting our 3-D microstructure directly through a micro-CT scanner as the latter
process has been quite problematic and expensive (both in terms of time and money) in the
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past for us.
In GeoDict, we firstly need to create our particular geometry which is a unit-cell containing
randomly-packed parallel glass fibers. The unit-cell is generated in GeoDict by a voxel-based
code in which each voxel in the domain is either “empty” or “filled”. In our case, the fluid
domain and solid fibers are represented by empty and filled voxels, respectively. In order to
generate a unit-cell that conforms to the macroscopic and microscopic properties of our porous
medium, we needed to input the fiber diameter, the porosity, and the orientation matrix of the
fibers. Then Geodict starts to randomly pack the aligned fibers inside a cube-like unit-cell. In
Figure 15, top views of the thus-generated unit cells of the five different wicks investigated by
us are shown. The generated microstructures have the size of 200×200×200 voxels in which
the dimension of each voxel is 2µm.
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Figure 15. Two-dimensional (2-D) top views of the virtually-created unit cells for 5 different
glass-fiber wicks: a) Wick F7, b) Wick F8, c) Wick F10, d) Wick F11, e) Wick F12. The
domain size is of 200×200×200 voxels in which each voxel is of dimension 2µm.
The result of the solved Stokes flow for the considered five fibrous wicks cases, shown in
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Figure 15, are presented in the results section where the numerical permeabilities are compared
with the experimental and theoretical values. In order to have the results that are independent
of the randomness used for generating the unit-cells, we have repeated our simulations for
three different unit-cell geometries created by GeoDict for each case of F7, F8, F10, F11 and
F12, and presented the results that are averages of the three permeabilities.
3-3-5-1-2-2

Closure formulation (COMSOL)

The formulation developed by Whitaker [55], based on the volume averaging method, is
used in this numerical model employed for estimating the glass fiber permeability. The flow
variables in the pore region of a representative averaging volume (REV)1 are averaged and the
values are used in the macroscopic flow-field. Two types of averaging can be defined for an
arbitrary flow variable,

,

as follows.

Phase Average:

 

1
 dV
V V f

(45)

Intrinsic-Phase Average (or Pore Average):



f



1
Vf



Vf

 dV
(46)

Here V represents the REV volume while

represents fluid volume (which is equal to the

pore volume) in case of single-phase flow within the REV. For the low-Reynolds number
(Stokes) flows between the fibers, the boundary value problem for solving the velocity and

1

REVs are the averaging volumes used for estimating the averaged flow variable (such as fluid velocities and
pressures). Typically, the REVs are supposed to be much larger than the size of individual particles or fibers.
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pressure fields associated with the Stokes and continuity equations can be expressed as

where

0   p f   f g   2 v f

(47)

 .v f  0

(48)

B.C.1

vf 0

B.C.2

v f  f (r , t )

on

S

(49)

fs

on

S

fe

represents the fluid-solid interface area within the REV while

(50)
stands for the fluid

entrance and exit areas of the REV. Using the volume averaging method prescribed in [55],
one can apply some volume averaging theorems to all the additive terms of Eqns. (21) and (22)
to obtain the final macroscopic momentum equation for porous-media flows in the form of
Darcy’s law. During this process of scaling-up, the pressure and velocity terms are decomposed
in terms of their intrinsic-phase averages, 〈

〉 and 〈 〉 , and the corresponding deviations,

p and v :
f

pf  pf
vf  vf

f

 p f
 v f

(51)
(52)

The use of Eqns. (51) and (52) during the volume averaging process results in the following
equation set to solve for the pressure and velocity deviations:

0  p f   f 2 v f 

1
Vf



  n fs .  I p f   f v f  dS 
S fs
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(53)

 . v

f

0

(54)
v f   v f

B.C.1

f

v f  f (r , t )

B.C.2

on

on

S

fs

(55)

S

fe

(56)

Note that Eqns. (53) and (54) are obtained from manipulating the momentum (Stokes) and
continuity equations, respectively. Later,

and

are defined in terms of the corresponding

pore-averaged flow velocity as

p f   f b f . v f
v f  B f . v f

f

f

(57)

On substituting Eqn. (57) in Eqns. (53) and (54), the governing equations for the closure
variables,

and

, can be developed as

1
0  b f   f   f 
Vf
2

 

Note that

is a vector while

f



  n fs .  I b f   f  dS 
S fs

 0

(58)
(59)

is a second-order tensor. This formulation, called the closure

formulation as it closes a macroscopic momentum equation containing the local

and

variables [55], allows the permeability tensor to be estimated in terms of the closure
variables as
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1
Vf

 n .  I b
fs

f

  f  dS   f K 1

(60)

S fs

Use of this definition in Eqn. (58) leads to

0  b f  2B f   f K 1

(61)

At this point, bf and Bf can be replaced with df and Df [55] through the transformations

d f   f 1b f .K
D f   f 1B0f .K
B0f  B f  I

(62)

On using these expressions, one can transform the pore level ‘momentum’ equation, Eqn. (61),
as

0  d f   2 D f  I

(63)

and the pore level ‘continuity’ equation, given by Eqn. (59), can be transformed to
 D

f

 0

(64)

Note that the closure formulation described by Eqns. (63) and (64) is similar in structure to the
Stokes boundary-value problem that can be solved in an REV [55].
In Stokes flow, the pressure and velocity fields within the REV are controlled by the
boundary conditions at the fluid-solid interface, Eqns. (49), and at the entrance and exit regions
of REV, Eqn. (50). The first boundary condition on the fluid-solid interface, Eqn. (55), can be
expressed in terms of the transformed closure variables as

B.C. 1

Df 0

on

S

fs
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(65)

The second boundary condition given by Eqn. (56) is troublesome since it involves the use of
an unknown function, f, to assign deviations at the entrance and exits of the REV [55]. This
problem was made manageable by solving the closure problem in a periodic unit-cell instead
of the full-fledged REV. The corresponding periodicity conditions for the velocity and pressure
deviations can be prescribed in terms of the closure variables as
D f ( r  li )  D f ( r )

B.C. 2

d f ( r  li )  d f ( r )

(66)
(67)

Here r represents the position vector of any point on the unit-cell boundary, while li are the
lattice vectors with

∈ {1, 2, 3} that express the spatially periodic nature of the unit cell in the

3-D space. These periodicity conditions imply that the opposite sides of a rectangular unit-cell
have the same values of the Df and df components.
The transformed closure variable Df is first estimated within the unit cell by solving the
closure formulation given by the boundary value problem listed in terms of Eqns. (63) to (67).
Then one can estimate the permeability tensor, K, using the relation

K   f Df

f

(68)

where Df is volume integrated in the pore region of the unit-cell [56]. Note that the whole of
the permeability tensor can be determined from one simulation, rather than three separate 1D
flow simulations required to determine permeabilities along the x, y and z directions in the
Stokes flow simulations of the last section.
In order to solve the closure formulation using the multiphysics software COMSOL, we
first needed to create our 3D unit-cells for the glass fiber wicks. In order to have the same unit45

cell geometries as what we had created earlier using GoeDict, we exported the 3D geometries,
created by ‘extruding’ the 2D geometries of glass fiber wicks shown in Figure 15, into
COMSOL. Since we wanted to solve the closure formulation in the pore space of the unit cells,
we had to subtract the volume of glass fibers from the volume of the unit cell in order to obtain
the pore space geometries shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. 3D Geometries of void spaces carved out of unit cells of glass-fiber wicks imported
into COMSOL: a) Wick F7, b) Wick F8, c) Wick F10, d) Wick F11, e) Wick F12
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3-3-5-1-3 Experimental methods
By choosing the rigorously-derived theoretical and numerical models in the previous sections, we
hope to obtain accurate permeability values. However, it is always doubtful if the permeability
obtained from such theoretical and numerical models will match 100% with the actual permeability
of a real porous wick. This divergence will happen because the fibers inside the tows may suffer
from many imperfections in their spatial arrangements as well as their geometries, including
random clustering, crookedness or waviness, non-uniform cross-sectional areas of fibers, and a
scatter in fiber diameter and bead size, and length values. Therefore, it is important to conduct
experiments in order to validate the results of numerical simulations and confirm the predictions
of the theoretical permeability models.
In order to measure the permeability of a porous medium, several methods have been
developed (see chapter 4 of [46]). For the investigated wicks, we choose to apply the falling-head
method to measure the permeability. The shape and small size of the wick samples allows us to
apply the falling-head method very well. Many permeability measurement techniques, especially
for fabrics and fiber mats used in LCM (Liquid Composite Molding), involve forcing a highpressure liquid to pass through a porous sample [57-60]. In contrast, our chosen technique is a
gentle gravity-driven method that does not use high applied pressures and hence does not cause
any flow-induced compression or deformation in the wicks.
The falling-head method is based on the flow of a liquid through a short sample of a wick
which is connected to a burette. As shown in Figure 17, the setup is held vertical to enable the
gravity-driven liquid flow through the porous wicks. As the head at the inlet decreases, the inlet
pressure driving the flow decreases with time. The burette is filled with a test liquid that has its
density and viscosity measured. A small sample of each type of the wicks is attached to the output
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end of the burette. If the initial height of the liquid column (or the height of the meniscus shown
in Figure 17) in the burette is h1 at time t = t1, and the height reduces to h2 at the end of the
experiment at time t = t2, then the axial permeability of the wick, Kz, can be estimated through
the formula
=

(

(69)

)

where A is the cross-section area of the wick sample while a is the cross-section area of
the burette.

Figure 17- The falling-head permeameter used for measuring the permeability of small
fiberous wick samples [46, 48]:(b) Schematic, (c) photo

Two separate approaches were adopted to measure one permeability along the fiber-tow
axis and the other across it. For along the fiber axis measurement, a segment of the wick was
cut and inserted inside the burette. (Note that the wick diameters were smaller than the inner
diameter of the burette, and hence the wick segments could be inserted without any squeezing.)
The gap present between the segment and burette walls was eliminated through the use of a
viscous sealant that did not penetrate into the wick.
In order to measure the permeability in the direction transverse to parallel fibers (i.e., along
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x and y directions), we felt the need to create a wick of fibers rectangular in cross-section so
that the transverse flows can be easily administered, and the permeability measured accurately
using the falling-head permeameter. (Note that if a segment of fiber wick of circular crosssection is used as the ‘sample’ in Figure 18, then uniform cross-flow cannot be insured.) Hence,
we took fibers out of our wicks and packed them uniformly into a rectangular duct made of
Plexiglas shown in Figure 18. (During the process of making such ‘square wicks’, we try to
keep the porosity the same as that of our wicks in order to have their permeability close to
those of the considered wicks.) On each side of this duct we made openings which served as
inlets and outlets and which enabled us to do the falling-head permeameter experiment along
the x and y directions that are transverse to the fiber axes.

Openings at
each side as
inlet and outlet

Fibers

.

Figure 18. Two views and a schematic of a custom-built plexiglass duct filled with glass
fibers representing our specially-created fiber wick with a rectangular cross-section. The
schematic shows the two windows on adjacent sides for flow transverse to the fibers along
the x and y directions that are orthogonal to each other.
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In order to make sure that the measured values for permeability are accurate and repeatable,
each test was repeated five times for each wick.
As mentioned earlier, we acquired the numerical and theoretical permeability values for
some selected wicks, and estimated experimental permeability values for the rest of wicks,
disregarding the type of their liquid fronts, observed. The permeability values as well as the 95
% confidence interval for wicks F1, F2 and B1 to B6 are presented in Table 3.
Table 3 Measured Properties of the sintered-beads wicks, and the fibrous wicks F1 and
F2 (Each measured property is shown along with a95% confidence interval)
Permeability Kz (m^2)
Wick F1

2.74 ×10-10± 5.61 E –11

Wick F2

2.61 ×10-13± 2.12 E –11

Wick B1

2.38×10-13±3.65×10-14

Wick B2

7.64×10-13±1.26×10-14

Wick B3

1.78×10-11±6.36×10-12

Wick B4

2.21×10-12±1.98×10-14

Wick B5

3.59×10-13±5.01×10-15

Wick B6

2.19×10-13±4.65×10-14

3-3-5-2 Results and discussion
3-3-5-2-1

Performance of theoretical models

3-3-5-2-1-1

Flow along the parallel fibers

As we assumed the fibers inside the fibrous wick to be parallel and aligned along the z
direction, a theoretical permeability model based on the analytical solution of flow along the
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axes of parallel fibers is considered as a benchmark for the permeability along the z direction
(Kz). The permeability values calculated from the earlier described numerical models and the
experiments are presented in Table 4. A remarkable closeness can be seen between the
permeability predictions by the two numerical models on the one hand, and the numerical
predictions and experimental results on the other. It is to be remembered that getting a match
within an order of magnitude is often considered quite creditable in any permeability study.
However, in this work, we are getting values that not only fall within the same order of
magnitude, but also match up to the first digit before the decimal point. Hence this effort to
simulate the permeability along the fibers can be considered to be extraordinarily accurate. In
comparison, the values predicted by the Berdichevski and Cai model and the Gebart model are
rather lackluster—they are less than half of the experimental values, though they achieve parity
in the orders of magnitude. Hence this study highlights the need to develop more accurate
analytical models for permeability of flow along the fibers in fibrous wicks.
Table 4 : For flow along the parallel fibers, comparing the permeability values (Units: 10-10
m2) obtained from the numerical simulations and theoretical models with those from the
experiments.
Kz
(Stokes flow)

Kz
(Closure)

Kz
(Experiments)

Berdichevski and Cai

Gebart

Wick F7

2.64

2.59

2.36 ± .60

1.33

1.11

Wick F8

2.35

2.41

2.73 ± .29

1.00

.83

Wick F10

1.96

1.99

2.06 ± .19

.88

.68

Wick F11

1.73

1.72

1.78 ± .28

.75

.56

Wick F12

1.75

1.69

1.74 ± .29

1.12

1
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3-3-5-2-1-2

Flow transverse to parallel fibers

Let us now test the models to predict the permeability for flow transverse to the fibers.
Since the z axis is along the aligned fibers, the x and y axes are the two perpendicular directions
transverse to the fiber alignment direction. The permeability in these two directions as obtained
by the numerical methods and analytical models are compared with the experimental values in
Table 5. Straightaway one can notice that the transverse permeability is one order of magnitude

smaller compared to the longitudinal one (10-11 m2 versus 10-10 m2). Also, this time the
numerical methods are not that accurate in their predictions. Even the theoretical models are
similar in nature. However, no particular trend can be discerned while comparing various
results. But the Berdichevski and Cai model seem to be over predicting, the Bruschke and
Advani model is in general under predicting, while the Gebart model is lying between these
two extremes. For the Bruschke and Advani model, the square unit-cell approach seems to be
more accurate compared to the hexagonal unit-cell one. It is heartening to note that most of
the models, whether numerical or analytical, furnish permeability values that fall within an
order of magnitude of the experimental results. It is also worth noting that except for wick F11,
the Kx and Ky values are fairly close to each other, as it should be.
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Table 5 : For flow transvers to parallel fibers, comparing the permeability values (Units: 10-11
m2) obtained from the numerical simulations and theoretical models with those from the
experiments
Kx
Stokes
Flow

Ky
Stokes
Flow

Kx
Closure

Ky
Closure

Kx
Experiments

Ky
Experiments

Gebart

Berdichevski Cai

Bruschke –
Advani
Square unit
cell

Bruschke –
Advani
Hexagonal
unit cell

Wick F7

5.36

5.14

2.73

3.79

1.76 ± .13

2.24 ± .82

6.84

9.23

1.79

1.03

Wick F8

7.07

5.46

5.43

6.36

4.32 ± .35

3.98 ± .44

5.12

6.91

1.33

0.78

Wick F10

3.89

5.98

3.28

2.99

6.43 ± .31

5.92 ± .70

4.49

6.17

1.38

0.80

Wick F11

4.43

3.77

1.80

2.99

9.43 ± .45

1.25 ± .53

3.82

5.30

1.29

0.75

Wick F12

5.78

6.35

4.70

3.43

6.47 ± .64

7.15 ± .24

5.75

7.81

1.57

0.91

3-3-5-2-1-3

General models

Among the theoretical models for permeability, there are some which can be considered as
generic models, and which have not been developed for anisotropic porous media. Just out of
curiosity, we decided to present their predictions in order to see how close they are to the
experimental results as well other models presented so far. Three such models, which can be
characterized as being semi-empirical in nature, are considered here. The Kozney-Carmen
model [26] developed for isotropic porous media such as soil or sand is considered first. Then
the models by Davies [34] and Chen [35] are considered next, which are for the general cases
of fibrous porous media without considering any specific flow direction. TomadakisRobertson model, developed for randomly overlapping fiber structures, is considered finally
[50]. The permeability determined by these general models for the investigated wicks are given
in Table 6. It is interesting to note that the values predicted by Chen are one order of magnitude
higher than the other three models and more in line with the values seen in Table 4. Hence, in
general, the Kozeny-Carman, Davies and Tomadakis-Robertson models predict the
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permeabilities that are approximately one-tenth of the experimental values listed in Table 4 for
the along-the-fiber-axis flow, but are in line with the experimental values given in Table 5 for
across-the-fiber-axis flow.
Table 6 : Permeability values (Units: 10-10 m2) estimated using the general theoretical models for
isotropic porous media after taking the porosity and particle-size diameter values from Table 4
Kozeny-Carman

Davies

Chen

Tomadakis- Robertson

Wick F7

.79

1.06

11.94

.78

Wick F8

.60

.79

8.94

1.04

Wick F10

.51

.69

8.30

.64

Wick F11

.43

.58

7.33

.52

Wick F12

.66

.89

10.21

.86

As can be seen from the tables discussed in the last section, the generic permeability models
(such as the Kozeny-Carmen model that have been developed for isotropic porous media such
as soil or sand) are applicable to the transverse flows seen in the packed aligned fibers inside
fiber tows. For flows along the fibers, only Chen’s model seem to yield values that are an order
of magnitude within the experimental values. In contrast, there is a satisfying agreement with
experiments for the predictions of specialized theoretical models that have been developed
specifically for flow along and transverse to parallel fibers. Hence, if we are careful in selecting
our theoretical model, it can give us the permeability values that are accurate within an order
of magnitude.
An important takeaway from this investigation is the remarkable accuracy of the two
numerical methods used to estimate the fiber-tow permeability, especially for flows along the
fibers. The main inputs for the Stokes-Flow simulation done using GeoDict and the closure
formulation solved using COMSOL are the local tow-level porosity and fiber diameter, which
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can be easily obtained from the micrographs of composites made using fiber wicks. The
innovation of using the 3-D unit cells created by random placement of parallel fibers, without
taking recourse to the expensive and time-consuming method of using a micro-CT to generate
a real 3-D unit cell, seems to be quite accurate—it also indicates that the factors such as
kinkiness of fibers inside a fiber wick, scatter in fiber length and diameter, clustering, etc. are
perhaps not that important for permeability determination. The present research also puts at
the same level the two numerical methods employed to determine permeability from the
micrograph inputs. Recall however that the main advantage of the closure-based numerical
method is its estimation of the permeability tensor from the software-generated unit-cells in
one simulation, without the need for conducting multiple numerical experiments as in the case
of the Stokes-flow based simulation method.

3-4 Results and Discussion
It is important to assess the accuracy of our theoretical model based on the sharp-front
assumption for predicting the height of the wetted region in the wicks. Therefore, we evaluate our
theoretical model against the experimental results by finding the height of liquid front
experimentally. In order to measure the height of the liquid-front as a function of time, the final
liquid-mass taken up by the wicks is measured from a vertically-rising wicking experiment
designed using a balance and a wetting liquid. For repeatability, the wicking experiment is
performed some times for each of the wicks with a new, dry sample used for each of the
experiments. The comparison between experimental and theoretical model can be done through
two different methods. In the first method, which we will explain in the section 3-4-1-2, all the
experimental result will be plotted alongside the theoretical results for Wicks F5, F8 and F12 after
conducting experiments. In the section 3-4-2-2 and 3-4-2-3, in order to evaluate the accuracy of
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the sharp-front model, we set up a composite experiment where we determine the progress of the
sharp front in the wicks using two different methods: (a) through the visually observed means, (b)
through the absorbed-mass calculations. In the former, we tracked the progression of the front
visually and obtained the height of the front using the indicator lines marked on the wicks. In the
latter, we estimated the height of wicking front experimentally and a curve was fitted on the
experimental results. Then they were compared with the theoretical results. This comparison was
be done for the fibrous wicks F1 and F2, and the sintered beads wicks B1 to B6.
3-4-1

Sharp front model evaluation for Wicks F5, F8 and F12

3-4-1-1 Mass-Gain Measurement

To validate our theoretical model for the wicking of a liquid into a porous wick, an
experiment is developed that involved estimating the height of liquid-front, ℎ , as a function of
time, t.
It was not possible to detect clearly the movement of a transparent wicking liquid in a white
wick made of glass fibers, hence h vs t could not be recorded directly through visual observations.
However, according to Eq. 23, there is a linear relation between hf and m, the mass of the liquid
absorbed by the wick. Therefore, instead of measuring the height of the progressing liquid-front
in our experiment, we measured the imbibed mass of the liquid as a function of time. As shown in
Figure 19, the weight gain in the wicks due to liquid imbibition is recorded with time by using a
balance at room temperature (22.5°C±2°C) and atmospheric pressure (101±2 kPa). (Note that the
weight gain by the wick is equal to the weight lost by the liquid container.) Later, using Eq. 23,
the weight gain data was transformed into the liquid-front height data.
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Figure 19 Experimental setup for measuring the mass of liquid spontaneously imbibed by
the wick using a sensitive balance. The time corresponding to a measurement was measured
using a stop-watch.
3-4-1-2 Liquid absorption experiment and comparison with the proposed theoretical model
for wicks F5, F8 and F12

The results of the wicking experiment for the investigated wicks in the form of a
comparison between the theoretical predictions and experimental results of the liquid-front height
as a function of time are presented in Figure 20. Note that, in order to conduct a comprehensive,
repeatable study of the wicking of a liquid into the investigated fibrous wicks, six experiments for
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the wicks F5 andF8, and four experiments for the wick F12 were done. In Figure 20, the
experimental data are plotted using six different signs for the wicks F5 and F8, and four different
signs for the wicks F12, representing the result of repeated mass gain experiment for each type of
the wicks, and the proposed theoretical model is plotted using a solid curve. (Note that the slope
of these curves in these figures is equal to the speed of the liquid front.) As Figure 20 a, b, and c
demonstrate, the theoretical proposed model has a good agreement with the imbibition flow
experiments conducted with wicks F5, F8 and F12.
From the study of Figures Figure 20, it is clear that our sharp-interface model is able to
predict wicking most satisfactorily only in wicks F5, F8 and F12.

Theoretical model
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Theoretical model

Theoretical model

Figure 20 The proposed theoretical model for predicting the height of liquid-front as a
function of time during wicking. The model is compared with the experimental data for the
wicks F5, F8 and F12
The legends show the number of wicks that we repeated the mass gain experiment for each type
of the wicks
It is notable that our model based on sharp-front assumption is quite good in providing an
excellent upper bound for wicks F5, F8, and F12 in Figure 20. Moreover, our model, summarized
by Eqns (22) and (23), is quite powerful as it clearly and explicitly outlines how parameters (such
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as the porosity and permeability; liquid properties such as the density, viscosity, surface tension
and contact angle; and the average fiber radius) affect the rising of liquids in wicks.

3-4-2

Sharp front model evaluation for Wicks F1, F2, and B1 to B6

3-4-2-1 Mass-Gain Measurement

In the same way that we did in section 3-4-1-1, for the rest of wicks, we measured the
imbibed mass of the liquid as a function of time, as shown in Figure 21, where the weight gain in
the wick due to liquid imbibition is equated to reduction in the weight of the beaker containing the
liquid and resting on top of the balance. Such a weight gain was recorded as a function of time by
using a balance kept at room temperature (22.5°C±2°C) and atmospheric pressure (101±2 kPa).
Later, using Eqn. 23, the weight gain data was transformed into the liquid-front height data. In
order to promote repeatability as well as to evaluate the scatter, we repeated each experiment 3
times for each wick in order to obtain the average and the 95 % confidence interval.
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A ruler to track the
height of the liquid front

The wick held by a
clamp
Dyed wicking liquid

A stopwatch to track the
time

A sensitive scale to
observe reduction in
the mass of the liquid
in the dish

Figure 21: Experimental setup for measuring the mass of liquid spontaneously imbibed by a wick
using a sensitive balance. The time corresponding to a measurement was measured using a stopwatch.

3-4-2-2 Visual measurement

Tracking of the liquid front was possible through the addition of a special type of red dye
to the wicking fluid, which was then taken in by the white porous wicks. Hence, it was possible
to detect clearly the movement of the dyed wicking liquid in both the fibrous and sintered-beads
wicks. Precise height of the liquid front was measured by using equidistant markers on the sample
placed every 5mm as shown in Figure 22. Thus the climb of the liquid front could be tracked over
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time during wicking, and hence h vs t could be recorded directly through visual observations.

(a)
(b)
Figure 22: Measuring the liquid-front height through a visually recording of the wicking-fluid
front movement with the help of a linear scale with bars 5mm apart. The three front types: (a)
sharp front, (b) semi-sharp front

3-4-2-3 Comparison of the mass-based and visual results

Here we compare the mass-based and visual results for the evolution of the liquid-front
height. As mentioned earlier, the main purpose here is to test the basic hypothesis of the sharpfront model, i.e., all the pores behind the liquid-front are completely filled so that the liquid mass
obtained using Eqn. (22) yields an hf that matches the actual visually-observed hf.
As can be seen from Figure 23, all the six sintered-beads wicks (B1 to B6), which have
sharp-fronts, show a good match between hf obtained from the two approaches. Hence we can
surmise that for the sintered-beads wicks, not only do we get perfectly defined liquid fronts, but
also have the pores of the porous medium behind the front completely filled with the test liquid.
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(B1)

(B2)

(B3)

(B4)

(B5)

(B6)
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(F1)

(F2)
Liquid-mass absorption estimation
Visual estimation

Figure 23: Comparison between the multiple mass-based results and the single visual result. The
wick names B1 to B6 and F1 and F2 are given below the respective hf vs t plots.

3-4-2-4 Comparison of Predictions of Sharp-Front Model with Experimental Results
3-4-2-4-1

Comparing Predictions with the Average Absorbed-Mass Results

To investigate the accuracy of our sharp-front model to predict the height of the liquid front
as a function of time for the present set of wicks, we compared the theoretical predictions with the
experimental results. Since we observed quite a satisfying correlation between the hf vs t results
obtained from the absorbed-mass and visual approaches for almost all cases, here the predictions
of the sharp-front model are compared only with the results obtained from the mass-based
experiments. Since we repeated our absorbed-mass experiments three times for each wick, in order
to have an effective comparison of the theoretical results with the experimental ones, we fitted a
curve on all the three sets of experimental results in order to have only one curve for comparison.
(As an example, Figure 24 compares the fitted curve with the raw data of all the three experimental
cases for the fibrous wicks B1).
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As seen in Figure25, the heights of liquid front as predicted by the sharp-front model have
a fairly good match with experimental results for all the wicks made from sintered beads (wicks
B1-B6). And surprisingly, the sharp-front model performs quite well even for the wicks with semisharp fronts (wicks F1 and F2).
These satisfying agreements between the experimental and theoretical results for the wicks
with sharp and semi-sharp fronts, reconfirm the ability of the sharp-front model to predict the
actual height of the liquid front in the wicks. (Some previous examples of successful predictions
in other wick-types are listed in [20, 29, 31, 48].)

Fitted curve

Figure 24: Comparison between the raw data from the three conducted experiments vs the fitted curve for
the fibrous wick B1
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(B1)

(B2)

(B3)

(B4)

(B5)

(B6)
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(F1)

(F2)

Figure25: The sharp-front model, while predicting the height of liquid-front as a function of time
during wicking, is compared with the fitted experimental data for different wicks considered
here.

3-4-2-4-2

Comparing Predictions with Visual Result

In order to have an enhanced validation of our sharp-front model, we made another comparison to
show the degree of agreement between the theoretically predicted front-height and the visually
measured one for each wick at an arbitrary time from the start of the wicking. The comparison is
shown in Figure 26.
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(B1)(35 sec)

(B2)(40 sec)

(B3)(20 sec)

(B4)(30 sec)

(B5)(35 sec)

(B6)(40 sec)
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(F1)(40 sec)

(F2)(35 sec)

Figure 26: Super imposition of the theoretically obtained values for liquid-front height at arbitrary times
(shown by white bars) on the snap-shot of wicking for the sintered-beads wicks B1 to B6 and the fibrous
wicks F1 and F2.

Figure 26 results reinforce the results observed in Figure25 , i.e., the sharp-front model
does a very good job of predicting the rising height of liquid front during wicking for all of the
cases of the sintered-beads wicks. What is encouraging to see is that the model is also effective
when the fronts are semi-sharp in the fibrous wicks F1 and F2. This is borne by both the
corresponding pictures of Figure 26 where the model does an excellent job of predicting the upper
boundary of the wetted region.

3-5

Some Applications of Sharp-Front Model
Here we will employ the sharp-front model to discuss the relevance and utility of two

important quantities: one, the steady-state height of the liquid front and, two, the flow rate at the
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top of the wick. These quantities are often quite important for the users of industrial wicks and can
help them in selecting the right wick(s) from a whole set of wicks offered by suppliers.
3-5-1

Steady-state height

Steady-state height (SSH) is the height that the liquid front attains asymptotically after the
front speed slows down to zero as the downward gravity force balances the upwards suction force
in a wick. SSH is an important parameter if a wick is to be used in the vertically oriented condition.
Since the wicks are used essentially to deliver liquids to the wick top from the liquid pool below,
it is clear that the wick will fail in this task if SSH is smaller than the wick length. (This is for the
worst-case scenario where the liquid level in a container has fallen to its lowest limit and it is
barely touching the lower surface of the wick.)
In this regard, the length of a wick relative to SSH plays an important role as sufficient
length (< SSH) ensures complete wetting of the whole wick and the fluid can be delivered to the
top of the wick for any particular application that it is designed for. A long wick (where length ≥
SSH) may cause low or zero delivery of the liquid as the capillary force is not able to raise the
wicking fluid to the top of the wick by overcoming the gravity.
When the liquid is not moving during this steady-state condition, the upward pull on liquid
column by the suction pressure is balanced exactly by the downward weight of the column:
=

(70)

Here Hss is the mathematical symbol for SSH. The expression for Ps is different for different wicks
depending on differences in their microstructures. The suction (capillary pressure) for a porous
medium made of parallel fibers and beads are defined (Chapter 5 of [1]), respectively, as
Parallel Fibers

=2

(71)
71

Beads

=2

(72)

On substituting the Eqns 71 and 72 in the Eqn 70, two different expressions for SSH are
achieved:
Parallel Fibers
Beads

=2

(

)

=

(73)
(74)

On using Eqns. 73 and 74, the values of SSHs attained in various wicks are presented in
Table 7. Note that they are also compared with the actual lengths of the wicks. The liquid-front
speed slows down increasingly as the front comes closer to the final steady-state height. This also
means that if the wick length is close to its SSH, the front will take a long time to reach the top.
On studying the table, we find that the wick B1 has the highest SSH compared to its length.
Moreover, we have seen that it generates well-defined sharp fronts. Hence, we can surmise that
this wick will not ever be dry—the liquid will always reach the top and keep the wick fully wet.
3-5-2

Flow rate at the top of the wick

Wicks are typically used to deliver liquids from a lower level to a higher level in order to
replenish the depletion of liquids due to evaporation or some other means. The rate of fluid delivery
at the top of the wick, to be called the wick-top flow-rate here, is another important parameter
because in many applications, it is essential to deliver a specified amount of liquid in a given time
at the ends of the porous wick. Wick-top flow-rate is the rate at which the liquid is traveling
through the wick as the liquid front nears the top. This is indicative of the replenishing rate of the
wick when a little top portion dries up after the periodic discharge due to natural evaporation or
forced evaporation by devices such as the piezoelectric membrane-activated device. Since the
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whole length of the wick is used for these computations, this wick-top flow-rate corresponds to
the condition when the liquid level in the supply container has fallen to the lowest possible level.
Hence this parameter corresponds to the most difficult wicking condition possible when the liquid
has to traverse through the whole length of the wick.
In the sharp-front model by using Darcy’s law, the flow-rate per unit area is given as
= ( −

)

(75)

where K is the permeability of the porous medium, H is the height of the wick top above the liquidpool surface in a container ,

is the fluid viscosity, and

is the liquid density. Hence the flow rate

at the top of the wick can be estimated to be
=

( −

)

(76)

such that Aw is the wick cross-section area. On substituting Eqns. 71 and 72 in Eqn. 76, the top
flow-rate for the investigated fibrous and sintered-beads wicks, respectively, can be deduced to be
=

(2

=

(2

−

−

)

)

(77)

(78)

By using Eqns. 77 and 78, and by entering the actual height of the wicks as the parameter
“H”, the wick-top flow-rates for all the wicks are estimated. (See Table 4 for the listing.). In
addition, from the mass-gain experiments, we are able to obtain mass flow-rates at different
heights from the slope of the m(t) vs t plots. By dividing with the liquid density, we can get the
corresponding volume flow-rates. We use this approach to get the experimental value of the
wick-top flow rate in Table 7. As we can see, the formulas (77) and (78), for the most parts, are
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able to predict the wick-top flow rate to an order of magnitude.
Table 7: The steady-state heights as predicted by the sharp-front model for the
investigated wicks. The third column lists the wick length for comparison
( )
Wick B1
Wick B2
Wick B3
Wick B4
Wick B5
Wick B6
Wick F1
Wick F2

1.1392
0.9558
0.3722
0.2643
0.6429
0.7580
0.3524
0.2706

Wick length (m)

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

Table 8: The flow rate at the top of the wicks (i.e., the wick-top flow-rates) as predicted
by the sharp-front model in comparison with the values obtained from the mass-gain
experiments.

Wick B1
Wick B2
Wick B3
Wick B4
Wick B5
Wick B6
Wick F1
Wick F2

Wick-top flow rate (m3/s)
Theoretical

Wick-top flow rate (m3/s )
Experimental

1.34E-09
4.93E-09
1.05E-08
4.35E-09
5.89E-09
7.09E-08
1.47E-08
7.83E-09

1.21E-9 ± 1.7E-10
3.20E-09 ± 2.05E-10
1.39E-08 ± 1.17E-9
6.01E-09 ± 2.03E-10
4.25E-09 ± 3.26E-10
7.47E-08 ± 1.31E-9
2.76E-8 ± 1.02E-9
6.18E-09 ± 4.5E-10
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3-6

Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, a theoretical model for wicking of a liquid into different types of wicks, is

developed based on the sharp-front or plug-flow assumption with single-phase Darcy flow
occurring behind a clearly-defined liquid front. Such an approach is superior to the traditional
Washburn equation based approach derived from unidirectional capillary tubes as it allows one to
model wicking in 2-D and 3-D geometries. The newness of the formulation lies in the fact that it
was developed for wicking along fibers of a transversely-isotropic porous wick made from wicks
of parallel glass fibers. (This is in contrast to the previously published formulations for sintered
wicks that act as isotropic porous media.[20]) The simplification of the permeability tensor for this
system leads to a straight-forward development of a formula for the liquid-front height as a
function of time. Later, the liquid-front height was shown to be directly obtainable from the mass
of the liquid absorbed by the wick as a function of time.
The proposed theoretical model is tested against the results of mass-gain experiments
designed to study wicking of a liquid in vertical wicks. For some wicks, an extra comparison is
presented between: The results of mass-gain experiments and the result of visually tracked liquid
front. For all the sintered-beads wicks with sharp fronts and a couple of fibrous wicks with semisharp fronts, a good comparison is obtained. This indicates that 100% saturation behind the liquid
front for these wicks is a good approximation. In order to avoid the usage of any fitting parameters,
all the parameters involved in the problem were measured independently. They included the
properties of the fibrous and sintered beads porous wicks [porosity, axial permeability, fiber
diameter], properties of the wetting liquid [viscosity, surface tension] and finally, the property
related to the interaction between the solid and liquid phases [contact angle]. Estimation of the
axial permeability, measured using the falling head permeameter, involved developing a novel
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formula using the flow formulation for a transversely-isotropic fibrous wick.
From the comparison of the experimental results with the theoretical predictions, it was
observed that the proposed theoretical model is able to predict wicking most satisfactorily. Our
proposed model is powerful as it clearly and explicitly explain the dependence of liquid rise in
wicks to the fluid and porous media properties.
After observing an excellent performance by the sharp-front model in the 6 polymer
sintered-beads wicks and 2 fibrous wicks, we use it to derive some parameters often found
necessary for industrial applications of cylindrical wicks. The parameters are the steady-state
height of the front (i.e., the maximum height that the wicking liquid could reach), and the flowrate at the top of the wicks (which gives the rate of liquid supply to the wick top). The predicted
values of the steady-state height is found to be at least 2 or 3 times longer than the actual lengths
of most wicks, which assures us that the wick is going to be completely saturated during its
operation. The sharp-front model is able to predict the flow-rate at wick-top quite well (within
the order of magnitude) for all the wicks.
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Chapter 4: Diffuse-front Model
Before presenting our diffuse-front model from Sec. 4-2 onward, we present the limitation
of the sharp-front model for certain wicks in Sec. 4-1.

4-1

Preface

As observed in chapter 2, the wicking experiments showed that the wicking process
happens with diffusive liquid-front in the fibrous wicks F3, F4, F6, F7, and F9 to F11. In the
previous chapter by comparing the experimental results from the mass-gained experiment with the
results obtained from the predictions of the theoretical model, it was observed that the sharp-front
model is able to predict the progress of front height in most wicks with sharp and semi- sharp
fronts, i.e., wicks B1 to B6, and F1 and F2. Now, In order to evaluate the usefulness of the sharp
front model and its applicability for the diffuse-front wicks, we first characterize the wicks. Then,
we evaluate the accuracy of the developed sharp-front theoretical model, by comparing the
predicted values with experimental results.
4-1-1

Characterization of wicks showing diffuse front

In the same way we characterized the properties of wicks showing sharp fronts, we
characterize the rest of the wicks, all fibrous wicks showing diffusive liquid fronts.
4-1-1-1

Measurement of Fiber Diameter

The diameter of the fibers used in the studied wicks, F3, F4, F6, F7, and F9 to F11 were
measured carefully under an optical microscope and their values are presented in Table 9.
4-1-1-2

Porosity Measurement

For measuring the porosity, again, we use two different methods: 1-Dipping Method 277

Micrograph Method and the procedures are exactly as explained in chapter 3. All the presented
porosity values in Table 9 were measured with 95% confidence interval. The corresponding
micrographs for wicks F3, F4, F6, F7, and F9 to F11 are shown in Figure 27 for the seven
investigated wicks.

(F3)

(F4)

(F6)

(F7)

(F9)

(F10)

(F11)

Figure 27 Typical optical micrographs of the cross-sections of wicks samples cast in epoxy for
measuring the porosity (ε =

=

) . The spotty dark spots represent fiber cross-

sections while the lighter background is the epoxy matrix. The photographs correspond to the
wicks F3, F4, F6, F7, F9 to F11, respectively
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4-1-1-3

Measurement of Surface Tension, Viscosity & Contact Angle

As we used the same type liquid throughout our investigation for each batch of the wicks
(independent of the type of liquid front), the values for surface tension and viscosity can been found
from Table 1. The process of measuring contact angles is the same as explained in section 3-3-3.
4-1-1-4

Permeability Measurement

The permeability values for fibrous wicks F7, F10 and F11 were explained in detail in the
section 3-3-5. We followed the same experimental procedure for fibrous wicks F3, F4, F6 and
F9. In order to use the falling head permeameter in the most accurate way (which requires the
flow of liquid to be just in one direction), we covered the lateral side of the cylindrical wicks
with special type of glue (Figure 28) before running the test. This prevented the radial flow of
the liquid and generated the required 1D flow along the wick axis. Each test was repeated five
times to generate the average as well as the scatter (95% confidence interval) in the
permeability values.
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Graduated cylinder filled with
the wicking liquid

The sides of the cylindrical
wick coated with a nonpenetrating sealing glue

Figure 28: A custom-made falling head permeameter used for measuring the permeability of the wicks

Table 9 . Measured Properties of the eight investigated wicks (Each measured property is
shown along with a 95% confidence interval.)

Wick

F3
F4
F6
F7
F9
F10
F11

Fiber
Diameter (µm)

21.81±1.28
25.22±0.85
29.93±0.937
22.08±0.55
19.47±0.39
24.77±0.52
25.58±1.39

Porosity
(Micrograph
Method)

Porosity
(Dipping
Method)

Contact
Angle
(Degree)

Permeability
(m^2)

0.85±0.08
0.85±0.03
0.85±0.07
0.79±0.05
0.81±0.02
0.81±0.02
0.74±0.08

0.83±0.04
0.84±0.06
0.82±0.02
0.79±0.07
0.81±0.01
0.81±0.01
0.77±0.01

0
0
81.33±0.74
80.06±4.12
87.13±1.26
82.85±4.46
80.25±3.12

1.25E-11±2.5E-12
8.15E-11±5.31E-12
3.35E-10±6.72 E-11
3.92E-10±4.70 E-11
3.83E-10±7.19 E-11
3.81E-10±8.27 E-11
3.94 E-10±7.05 E-11
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4-1-2

Theoretical Model

In order to predict the height of liquid front as a function of time, we used the same
theoretical model, Eqn 22 (Page 22). The predict values will be compared with experimental
results to evaluate the accuracy and applicability of this model.
4-1-3

Results and Discussion

To investigate the accuracy of our sharp-front model to predict the height of the liquid front
as a function of time for the present set of wicks, we compared the theoretical predictions with
the experimental results. We follow the same procedure that we did in previous chapter. Hence,
first, for wicks F6, F7, and F9 to F11, we compare the theoretical results with all the
experimental result obtained from mass gain experiment. Second, for wicks F3 and F4, we
conduct both mass gain experiment and tracking the progression of liquid front visually. After
comparing the visual result with the result of mass gain experiments, we fitted a curve on the
result of mass gain experiments to be compared with theoretical result. In addition, we made
another set of comparison between theoretical result and the visual result. All the procedure of
conducting mass gain experiment, tracking the liquid visually, curve fitting is done in the same
way as that of chapter 3. Hence, we just present the comparison sections.
4-1-3-1

Sharp-front model evaluation for wicks F3, F4, F6, F7, and F9 to F11

4-1-3-1-1 Comparison of Predictions of Sharp-Front Model with mass-based Experimental Results

As shown in Figure 29, for wicks F7 and F9, the theoretical model initially over-predicts
the wicked height marked by large deviations. However, as the time progresses, the theoretical
curve asymptotically merges with the experimental data points. In fact, the experimental data
seem to behave bilinearly—initial linear rise followed by another linear rise of the lower slope.
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Though the match is not as satisfying as the previous cases of having sharp fronts, the
theoretical curve seems to provide an excellent upper bound to the experimental data. The
behavior of wicks F10 and F11 shown in Figure 30 follows a similar trend, but perhaps to a
lesser extent. Initially, the experimentally data diverges from the theoretical curve. But as the
time progresses, a good match is reached asymptotically.
The behavior of wick F6 in Figure 31 is markedly different from the wicks studied till now.
It seems that the theoretical model under predicts the wicking height till about 10 seconds, and
then exhibits the usual trend of over predicting the wicking height seen in the other wicks. It
is also surprising to note that the experimental data for wick F6 demonstrates a linear trend
unlike the bilinear trend seen for the other wicks.
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Theoretical model

Theoretical model

Figure 29 The proposed theoretical model for predicting the height of liquid-front as a function of
time during wicking. The model is compared with the experimental data for the wicks F7 and F9.
The legends show the number of wicks that we repeated the mass gain experiment for each type
of the wicks
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Theoretical model

Theoretical model

Figure 30 The proposed theoretical model for predicting the height of liquid-front as a function of
time during wicking. The model is compared with the experimental data for the wicks F10 and
F11
The legends show the number of wicks that we repeated the mass gain experiment for each type
of the wicks
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Theoretical model

Figure 31 The proposed theoretical model for predicting the height of liquid-front as a function of
time during wicking. The model is compared with the experimental data for wick F6
The legends show the number of wicks that we repeated the mass gain experiment for each type
of the wicks

4-1-3-2

Sharp front model evaluation for Wicks F3 and F4

4-1-3-2-1

Comparison of the mass-based and visual results

In contrast to the fibrous wicks which display the semi-sharp fronts (F1 and F2), the
diffuse-front wicks (F3 and F4), the present wicks, do not show such a good match between
the mass-based and visual results: the visual results are clearly different from the mass-based
ones.
We also would like to report on the phenomenon of the liquid fronts fading as it moves
away from the source of the liquid. As seen from Figure 32, the reason the visual lines for the
fibrous wicks F3 and F4 are shorter compared to the other wicks, is the fast transformation of
the liquid-front from a sharp one to a diffusive one. Initially, as the liquid front is sharp we
were able to track the movement of the front easily, but when the front turned into diffusive
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front, we were not able to track the liquid-front visually and hence we had to cut short the
process of data gathering.

(F3)

(F4)
Liquid-mass absorption estimation
Visual estimation

Figure 32: Comparison between the multiple mass-based results and the single visual result. The
wick names F3 and F4 are given below the respective hf vs t plots

4-1-3-2-2

Comparison of Predictions of Sharp-Front Model with Experimental Results

4-1-3-2-2-1 Comparing Predictions with the Average Absorbed-Mass Results

As seen in Figure33, the model is not able to predict the liquid-front height accurately for
the wicks with diffuse fronts (wicks F3 and F4)—for the first 25 seconds, it has a good
correlation with experimental results; but beyond that point it over predicts the height.
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(F3)

(F4)

Figure33: The sharp-front model, while predicting the height of liquid-front as a function of time
during wicking, is compared with the fitted experimental data for wicks F3 and F4 considered
here.

4-1-3-2-2-2

Comparing theoretical predictions with visual result

Like the latter comparison, for the wicks F3 and F4, the sharp-front model basically fails—
the comparison in Figure 34 shows a big difference between the predicted and experimentally
observed ‘height’ of the liquid front. In fact, the dash corresponding the prediction lies
somewhere in the middle of large smeared region (where the saturation progressively decreases
from 100% to 0% over a significant length of the wick). This observation essentially reinforces
the large difference in the curves seen in Figure33.
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(F3)(75 sec)

(F4)(83 sec)

Figure 34: Super imposition of the theoretically obtained values for liquid-front height at
arbitrary times (shown by white bars) on the snap-shot of wicking for fibrous wicks F1 to F4
4-1-4

Conclusion

The most obvious conclusion form all the comparison is that the sharp front model fails in
prediction of height of liquid front as a function of time for wicks having diffusive front during
the wicking process. Here we would like to offer some possible reasons for the divergence of our
theoretical model in general from the experimental results. One reason could be the generally
higher contact angles, and hence corresponding lower wettability, of the wick + liquid system.
This may affect the ability of the wetting phase to displace the non-wetting phase (air) in the porous
wick and thus create a sharp-front liquid front. Another reason could be the phenomenon of fiber
clustering in the fibrous wicks. From the study of micrographs of various wicks shown in Figure
10, it is clear that the fibers are not distributed equidistantly creating a homogeneous porous
medium—rather they are present in the form of groups or clusters leading to local inhomogeneities.
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Derivation of Eq. 22 is based on the assumption that the wicks are homogeneous—local clustering
leads to the breakdown of this assumption and thus undermines the efficacy the proposed model.
Another reason is that fiber clustering leads to preferential climbing of the liquid along these
narrow ‘channels’ due to higher capillary pressures (see Figure 35). This could lead to smudging
of the sharp saturation change near the liquid front, thereby violating the 100% to 0% step-down
in saturation near the front (mandatory for our sharp-front assumption). Under these
circumstances, the efficacy of the model proposed in Eq. 22 is in question, and one is perhaps
advised to apply the Richards equation (see Chapter 6 of [1]) for modeling wicking under such
smudged-front conditions.
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Streaks of liquid
climbing up the
wick

Figure 35 Presence of streaks of liquid in the wicks led to a partial-saturation region
above the liquid surface. The phenomena can be attributed to fiber clustering that created
higher capillary (suction) pressures at the liquid-air interface, leading to pulling up of
liquids along those narrower capillary ‘channels’

4-2

Introduction

In chapter 3, we developed a sharp-front model to predict spontaneous imbibition of liquids
in fibrous wicks which had a good correlation with experimental results in predicting the absorbed
mass of liquid, but had a big difference with experimental results in failing to account for partial
saturation in the wick and in predicting the actual height of the liquid-front. Though the liquid was
observed to have wicked till the top of the 20-cm-tall wick Figure 35, the height of the saturated
region was predicted by our model to be only a few millimeters!
The partial saturation seems to be occurring due to fiber clustering, as shown in Figure 36,
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which result in local inhomogeneity within the wick, with the fiber clusters acting as channels for
the wicked liquid to travel to wick top due to higher local capillary (suction) pressures. Under such
conditions, the saturation of the wetting phase, after starting with a value of unity in a fully
saturated zone near the wick bottom, gradually drops to zero as one goes higher in the dry portions
of the wick.

Figure 36 Fiber clustering in the investigated wicks caused local inhomogeneity, leading
to upward travel of the imbibed liquid along the channels created by fiber-clusters, and
thus resulting in partial saturation along the wick axis

Richards [36] proposed a model for diffusion of moisture in unsaturated regions of soil.
Richards equation is used for modeling unsaturated flows in porous media where the motion of
only liquid is predicted using the variable saturation while the other phase present in the porous
medium, the air, is assumed to be at atmospheric pressure and stationary. Richards equation is an
elliptic equation (like the heat equation) that predicts the diffusive saturation field throughout a
porous medium as a function of time. In this chapter, we used Richards equation to investigate its
ability to predict the saturation distribution of the imbibed liquid into the fibrous wick. This
equation is highly non-linear because of the dependence of important parameters, such as the
capillary pressure and relative permeability, on local saturation in porous media that varies
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spatially as well as temporally in the wick. As a result, it requires using a numerical approach to
predict saturation distributions.
In past few decades, Richards equation as a useful tool for predicting partial saturation has
been solved numerically and analytically using various numerical schemes such as the finite
difference method, the finite element method, and the boundary element method for different cases
of porous media, especially soils [61-70]. For fibrous media, Jaganathan et al. [71] solved
Richards equation in one dimension for inclined fibrous sheets (which had been examined formerly
by Landeryou et al.[45]) and were able to predict the region of partial saturation. Furthermore,
they validated their partial saturation predictions experimentally. In order to determine saturations
at different heights, they cut strips corresponding to different heights along a thin fibrous sheet and
then weighed them [1].
In this chapter, the Richards equation is used to predict liquid saturations inside the fibrous
wicks made of aligned fibers. In order to find the saturation levels of the liquid in a transverselyisotropic porous medium with a principal direction of the permeability tensor aligned with the flow
direction as a function of time and location, we developed and solved an expression based on
Richards equation. In addition, in order to have a precise comparison between experimental results
and numerical outcomes, we solved the Richards equation as a partial differential equation
numerically in 2-D using COMSOL and analytically in 1-D using Mathematica. All the related
properties such as capillary pressure and relative permeability equations as a function of saturation
were calculated directly for our particular fibrous porous medium using the state-of-the-art
software GeoDict while solving for pore-scale flows within the wick microstructure. [This is
unlike the trend seen in literature where the analytical expressions available in the literature for
capillary pressure and relative pressure as a function of saturation are used to predict wicking
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(chapter 5 of reference [1])]. The obtained numerical solutions of Richards equation were
compared with the experimental results which were obtained by measuring saturations (or liquid
content) of the wicks at different axial locations. Comparing of the numerical and experimental
results indicated that there is a satisfying correlation between the measured saturation levels and
the numerical predictions. This good agreement allows us to repose confidence in the saturations
predicted using Richards equation for unsaturated flows in porous media.

4-3 Model for wicking using Richards equation
4-3-1 Mathematical Formulation
Based on the derived Richards equation in Appendix 3, Eq. A36 is the classic form of
Richards equation for tracking the movement of moisture in porous media [26]. A numerical
solution of this equation for predicting diffusive moisture migration under the influence of
capillary pressure in 2D or 3D can be easily obtained.
If we ignore variations in the cross-sectional plane of the wick and assume the moisture
flow to be one-dimensional along the vertical axis of the wick, parallel to the fiber direction, Eq.
A36 (page 175) can be simplified to
=

(

)

−

(

)

(79)

The coefficients Dg(Sw) and Dij (Sw), called the diffusivity coefficient and the capillary diffusivity
tensor, respectively, are formulated as
=−
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(80)

=−
where

〈

〉

(

)

(81)

is the relative permeability and 〈 〉 is the capillary pressure. (As per the porous-media

physics, both of these are functions of liquid saturation

.) Here the suffixes i and j can take

values x, y and z. Note that when the z principal direction is aligned with the wick axis, the
permeability tensor is diagonal in such a transversely-isotropic medium, and hence the capillary
diffusivity tensor is diagonal too.

4-3-2 Physical Properties required to solve Richards equation
As the equations (80) and (81) for the diffusivity coefficient and the capillary diffusivity
tensor show, the two properties, the capillary pressure 〈 〉 and the relative permeability
functions of the saturation

, are

and they should be substituted with appropriate expressions in order

for anyone to be able to solve the Richards equation. It is important to have smooth analytical
expressions for these two quantities in order to have a trouble-free numerical solution. Some
empirical correlations between the capillary pressure and saturation, and between the relative
permeability and saturation have been employed in several flow studies [45, 72-76] related to soil
and fibrous porous media. In this chapter, the investigation is done on four wicks, F3, F4, F6 and
F7, selected from each batch of wicks showing diffusive front.
4-3-2-1

Capillary pressure and relative permeability as a function of saturation

Capillary pressure as a function of saturation in a fibrous medium is dependent on the
distribution and amount of void space in porous media. The variations in a medium’s
microstructure have an impact on 〈 〉 because the inter-fiber spacing decide the magnitude of
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local capillary pressure at liquid-air interfaces. Empirical correlations between capillary pressure
and saturation for a given porous medium have been derived in several studies [45, 72-75] on soil
or fibrous porous media. In this chapter, we found a direct way of generating accurate equations
for capillary pressure and relative permeability as a function of saturation. In this regard, 3-D
microstructures for wicks consisting of unidirectionally-aligned fibers were first generated using
GeoDict, a software developed by Fraunhofer-IWTM Germany (http://www.GeoDict.com). [We
neglected any kinks in the fibers.] GeoDict is a voxel-based computer program where the fluidfilled domain is represented by empty voxels while the solid fibers are represented by filled voxels.
In order to generate the geometry, we used the FiberGeo module of GeoDict; first we inputted
relevant properties and information, such as fiber diameter, solid volume fraction, and direction
characteristics, which had been measured earlier. Then, this module started to pack the unit-cell
with parallel fibers randomly. The wicks are made of fibers with approximately the same diameter
that are aligned unidirectionally, we consider our wicks as an anisotropic medium directed in the
vertical direction, Z axis. See Figure 37 for the unit-cells generated for the wicks F3, F4, F6 and
F7.
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Figure 37 Unit-cells generated by GeoDict representing the fibrous microstructure of glass-fiber
wicks made of unidirectional fibers (a), (b) , (c), (d) Generated 3D unit-cells for wick F3, F4, F6
and F7, respectively; (e), (f), (g), (h) Top view of the 3-D unit-cells generated by GeoDict for
wicks F3, F4, F6 and F7, respectively.

In the first stage, the generated geometries were used to obtain the capillary pressure-vssaturation plots by using the full morphology (FM) Method. The full morphology (FM) is an
algorithm, which is implemented in GeoDict and uses a quasi-static geometric approach for
obtaining a relationship between saturation distribution and capillary pressure within a unit cell.
This method was first developed by Hazlett [77], and later used by Hilpert and Miller [78] for
porous media such as soil, and has been used for fibrous media as well (e.g., Becker et al. [79],;
Jaganathan et al.[71]; Ashari et al. [80]; Bucher et al. [81]). In the FM method, the void spaces in
a given porous structure are fitted with spheres which represent the non-wetting phase and they
are all superimposed and interconnected, establishing a continuous pathway originating from a
reservoir of non-wetting fluid set at the side of the considered unit cell. The radii of spheres
correspond to predetermined capillary-pressure values. By maintaining connectivity to the nonwetting phase reservoir and having their placement limited by void size, the insertion of differentsized spheres corresponding to different pressures represents the drainage process in the porous
medium. For each incremental pressure, the wetting or non-wetting phase saturations can be
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measured based on the ratio-by-volume of the unit-cell’s void space occupied by spheres (Chapter
6 of [1]).
Figure 40 to Figure 41 are obtained by plotting the capillary pressure against the

corresponding wetting-phase saturation during the drainage process for wicks F3, F4, F6 and F7,
respectively.

Figure 38. The capillary pressure-vs-saturation plot generated by GeoDict for wick F3

Figure 39. The capillary pressure-vs-saturation plot obtained from GeoDict for wick F4
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Figure 40 The capillary pressure-vs-saturation plot obtained from GeoDict for wick F6

Figure 41 The capillary pressure-vs-saturation plot obtained from GeoDict for wick F7

In order to find a smooth analytical expression for the capillary pressure as a function of
saturation for stable numerical simulations, our results obtained by the FM method (Figure 38 to
Figure 41) are fitted with the empirical correlations for the capillary pressure–saturation relation
as proposed by Van Genuchten [73], Eq 82, and Landeryou et al. [45], Eq 83. The coefficients
necessary for either of the two relations are obtained from curve fitting.
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(

Van Genuchten

) = 768.76
(

Landeryou

.

(

) = −500.27 ln(

.

− 1)

)+

(82)
(83)

As can be seen from Figure 42 to Figure 45 which show that both these correlations display
relatively satisfying agreement with the simulation results, but the Landeryou model yields a better
fit. Hence the latter was selected for simulation, with its final form given as
Wick F3:

(

) = −951 ln(

) + 25

(84)

Wick F4:

(

) = −772 ln(

) + 93

(85)

Wick F6:

(

) = −348 ln

) + 78

(86)

Wick F7:

(

) = −174 ln(

) + 48

(87)

These Eqs. 84 to 87, which were obtained by curve fitting and represent the capillary
pressure as a function of saturation, were used in the solution of Richards equation (Eq 79).

Figure 42 Results of fitting two different Pc-vs-Sw correlations to the predictions of
GeoDict for obtaining the coefficients of the correlations for wick F3
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Figure 43 Results of fitting two different Pc-vs-Sw correlations to the predictions of
GeoDict for obtaining the correlation coefficients for wick F4

Figure 44 Results of fitting two different Pc-vs-Sw correlations to the predictions of
GeoDict for obtaining the correlation coefficients for wick F6
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Figure 45 Results of fitting two different Pc-vs-Sw correlations to the predictions of
GeoDict for obtaining the correlation coefficients for wick F7
4-3-2-2

Relative permeability as a function of saturation

Similarly, by using the FM method with the GeoDict generated 3-D unit cells, we were
able to develop an expression for relative permeability as a function of saturation. Relative
permeability (

,

) is dimensionless and has a value between 0 and 1. There have been numerous

studies in the past several decades dedicated to establishing a relationship between the relative
permeability and saturation in fibrous media. Brooks and Corey [76] proposed a general form for
the wetting-phase relative permeability as a function of saturation in porous media as
=

(88)

= (2 + 3 )/

(89)

where n is defined through the equation

Here

is the pore-size distribution index which tends to smaller values for non-uniform media
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with a wider pore-size distribution. Most porous media have the n coefficient to lie between 2 and
4. In order to develop an appropriate equation for relative permeability as a function of saturation,
we used the well-known Brooks and Corey relation to fit our relative permeability-vs-saturation
values obtained from our simulations to obtain the required empirical coefficients to be n = 2.9,
n=3.6, n = 2.6 and n=2.8 for wicks F3, F4, F6 and F7, respectively.
Figure 48 to Figure 49 show the relative permeability-vs-saturation plots for the wetting phase for
wicks F3, F4, F6 and F7, respectively.
1

Relative Permeability (m^2)
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Figure 46 The Brook and Corey power-law relation fitted to the GeoDict simulation results to
obtain a smooth relation for relative permeability a function of saturation for wick F3
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Figure 47 The Brook and Corey power-law relation fitted to the GeoDict simulation results to
obtain a smooth relation for relative permeability a function of saturation for wick F4

Figure 48 The Brook and Corey power-law relation fitted to the GeoDict simulation results to
obtain a smooth relation for relative permeability a function of saturation for wick F6
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Figure 49 The Brook and Corey power-law relation fitted to the GeoDict simulation results to
obtain a smooth relation for relative permeability a function of saturation for wick F7

4-3-3 Numerical and Analytical solutions
We used COMSOL and Mathematica [82] to solve the Richards equation in order to
simulate the unsaturated flow during wicking in the wicks F3, F4, F6 and F7, by substituting the
parameters values from Table 9 as well as employing the capillary pressure and relative
permeability expressions of Equations 80 and 81, we can obtain

and

.

For the Richards equation seeking to solve the saturation, as a second-order partial
differential equation (PDE), the boundary conditions deemed reasonable for our wicking problem
are described in Figure 50:
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= 0 @ z= 0.05
or

0.1

No-flux
boundary

Symmetry

S = 1 @ z=0

Figure 50. A schematic of the domain, and the initial and boundary conditions The initial
condition is defined as

=

@

=

<

≤ .

for Wick F3

=

@

=

<

≤ .

for Wick F4

(90)

Note that the height of the wicks F3, F4, F6 and F7 are equal to 0.1 m, 0.05 m, 0.2 m and 0.2 m,
respectively.
Since the governing equation, Eqn. 79, is second order in z, we need two boundary conditions
(b.c.s), which are proposed to be
= 1 at
where

= 0, and

= 0 at

=

(90.5)

is the height of the solution domain that is kept much bigger that the height of the wick

so that the effect of the ‘insulation’ or ‘no-flux’ b.c. at

=

does not distort the solution as

it evolves with time.
Although the wicking process is assumed to be 1-D and the resulting saturation to be
changing only along the fiber axis, our solution domain is modeled as an axisymmetric 2D
geometry of rectangular shape which is discretized using a finite element mesh consisting of
quadrilateral elements. The boundary conditions listed in Eq. 90.5 are applied on the top and
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bottom sides of the rectangular domain shown in Figure 50, which also describe the symmetry and
no-flux conditions applied at the left and right sides of the domain. The initial condition listed in
Eq. 90 is implied at the start of the simulation.
To make sure that the results obtained by Mathematica calculations are precise, we
simulated the wicking process and calculated saturation levels using COMSOL as well. In this
COMSOL solution, the Richards equation as a PDE is solved with exactly the same boundary and
initial conditions as listed above, and the wicking process is assumed to be 1-D and the resulting
saturation to be changing only along the fiber axis. However, our solution domain is modeled as
an axisymmetric 2D geometry of rectangular shape which is discretized using a finite element
mesh consisting of quadrilateral elements. The boundary conditions listed in Eq. 90 are applied on
the left and right sides of the rectangular domain while the top and bottom sides have been imposed
with the symmetry condition. The initial condition listed in Eq. 90 was imposed at the start of the
simulation. In the next step, we compared the predictions of Mathematica and COMSOL with
experiments which are discussed in the results and discussion section. For wicks F3 and F4, we
will compared the results obtained from COMSOL with the visual result from section 4-1-3-2-22 and the results obtained from COMSOL and Mathematica with the experimental results obtained
from the experiments explained in the following section.

4-4 Experimental procedure
In order to measure the saturation levels of the fibrous wicks during wicking, just two of fibrous
wicks, F6 and F7 (glass fiber wicks), were investigated.
The wicking liquid used in our experiments was methyl caprylate ester derived from
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coconut oil1 with density

= 870 Kg/

of and viscosity μ = 2.072 cP. (All these properties

were characterized at room temperature, 25˚C± 2˚C.) In the following sub-sections, the procedures
for measuring the saturation distribution along the wick axis and the mentioned properties are
described in detail.
4-4-1 Measuring saturation along wick axis
In order to validate the numerical predictions of axial saturation distribution in the wicks,
it is necessary to compare them with experimental observations. The saturation levels of the liquid
were determined after 36 hours once steady-state conditions have been established. To assure the
repeatability of experimental results, three (3) wicks of each type (wicks F6 and F7) were tested
at each time. In the experiments, the wick was sectioned along their axes and the liquid content of
the sections was measured to estimate their saturations. To accurately determine the section
positions, each wick was first marked into equal parts with a length of 10 mm each (Figure 51a).
Then the dry wick is weighed to estimate the weight of each part. After submerging the wick into
the liquid for 36 hours from the start of dipping, each wick was immediately transferred to a pan
containing liquid Nitrogen and kept there for a few seconds, which was enough for the imbibed
liquid in the wick to freeze completely. After this, we were confident that the liquid content of
each slice would not change during the sectioning process when pressure by hand is applied on the
wick during their cutting. Also, during the transferring of the wicks into liquid Nitrogen pan, we
had to ensure that no perceptible discharge of the liquid occurred. Therefore, the wick was carried
very gently so that no liquid squeezed out of the wick due to hand pressure. After sectioning, every

1

For the purposes of confidentiality, the commercial names of the wicks and wicking liquids are not released.
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wick-slice was weighed and the saturation level of each wick-section was estimated using

=
where m

(

)×
×

×
×

is the mass of liquid absorbed into the wick and and m

the dry wick. Also, ρ

and ρ

(91)

is the mass of one section of

are the densities of glass fibers and wicking liquid, respectively.

The results of measuring saturation levels of liquid along the wick axis are described in the next
section.

Figure 51 Experimental procedure for measuring saturation distribution along a wick axis
(a)the glass wick is marked into equal parts, (b) weighing the dry wick before
immersing into the wicking liquid and achieving steady state, (c) submerging the
wetted wick into liquid nitrogen to ‘lock’ the liquid, (d) cutting the frozen wick into
the marked equal parts, (e) weighing each cut part of the frozen wick
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4-5 Results and Discussion
4-5-1 Saturation as function of location for Wicks F6 and F7

In this section, the two Richards equation-based numerical solutions are compared with
experiments in order to study their effectiveness in predicting axial saturation distributions in glass
fiber wicks. Recall that in order to conduct a comprehensive, repeatable measurement of liquid
saturation levels in fibrous wicks, three experiments each for the two wicks F6 and F7 were
conducted. In presented figures which compare the results, the numerical solutions of Richards
equation were obtained for the wick length of 20 cm, while the experimental results were obtained
for the wick length of 6 cm. This was because we were unable to cut more pieces of the wicks
since the wicks frozen with liquid nitrogen melted quickly at room temperatures. Hence only a
partial comparison with experiments will be possible here.
The numerical solutions for saturation of Richards equation obtained using Mathematica
and COMSOL, and compared with experimental results for wick F6 are shown in Figure 52. It is
clear that there is a reasonable match between the numerical solutions and empirical data.
Furthermore, in order to investigate the effect of gravity, the Richards equation is also numerically
solved without gravity (i.e. after eliminating the term containing Dg in Eq. 79). These solutions are
compared with the experimental results in Figure 53. As can be seen from Figure 52 and its
comparison with Figure 53, the numerical solutions that include the gravity are more accurate as
they exhibit better comparison with experimental results.
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Figure 52 The numerical solutions of Richards equation (obtained after including the
gravity effects) in comparison with the experimental data for wick F6

Figure 53 The numerical solutions of Richards equation (obtained after excluding the
gravity effects) in comparison with the experimental data for wick F6
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For the wick F7, a similar comparison between the numerical solutions and the
experimentally obtained saturation values is shown in Figure 54. An additional comparison
without including gravity in the simulations is presented in Figure 55. It is clear that inclusion of
gravity is important in predicting the upwards movement of wetting liquid in a wick.
This similarity of observations for the two wicks F6 and F7 indicate that even over a short
height of 6 cm, gravity begins to influence the results significantly though the capillary-pressure
driven upwards suction plays a central role in the process.

Figure 54 The numerical solutions of Richards equation (obtained after including the
gravity effects) in comparison with the experimental data for wick F7
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Figure 55 The numerical solutions of Richards equation (obtained after excluding the
gravity effects) in comparison with the experimental data for wick F7

4-5-2 Predicting mass Absorbed into the wicks as a function of time for wicks F6 and F7

In chapter 3, we developed an expression to predict the height of the liquid front as function
of time and we validated our theoretical model by measuring the liquid mass imbibed into each
wick as a function of time and calculating the liquid-front height from it as follows
h =

()

(92)

As was mentioned in the introduction, due to the local pore-scale inhomogeneities caused by fiber
clustering, the wetting liquid is preferentially ‘pumped’ along the ‘channels’ created by fiber
clusters and thus a partially saturated wick is created during wicking. As a result, we cannot
entertain a concept of having a sharp liquid-front of height hf with 100% saturation behind the
front. Hence in this part, in order to establish the accuracy of our simulations further, we will
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restrict ourselves to comparing the imbibed mass predicted by our numerical simulations with that
measured experimentally.
Rather than measuring the imbibed mass directly from a wicking experiment as was done in
chapter 3, we will estimate the imbibed mass from our earlier-described measured saturation
values along the wick axes using the equation
( )=∫

(93)

We used this equation with the results of our numerical solutions of Richards equation in the form
of saturation as a function of wick-axis location z.
After applying the results of the Richards equation in Eq. 93, the imbibed mass values were
compared with the experimental results. As mentioned in the last section, the saturation values
could be determined only for the first 6 cm of the 20 cm long wicks. Therefore, the empirical
imbibed-mass as a function of time cannot be determined for fibrous wicks using Eq. 93 but we
know from chapter 3 that our sharp-front model, given by Eq. 22, was quite successful in predicting
the imbibed mass as a function of time, which was measured using a separate experiment. Hence
we will use the prediction from this theoretical model of chapter 3 as ‘Experimental results’. These
comparisons are presented in Figure 56 and Figure 57 for both wicks F6 and F7. Note that the
solution of Richards equation at a given time is an axial distribution of saturation. Hence, at a given
time, the imbibed mass estimated using Eq. 93 has a single value which is shown as a point under
‘Numerical simulation results’ in Figure 56 and Figure 57.
Although the theoretical model proposed in chapter 3 was not able to predict the exact height
of liquid-front as there was no sharp front due to the presence of partial saturations along the wick
axis, a comparison of the numerical simulation results with the experimental observations shown
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in Figure 56 and Figure 57 reveals that our Richards equation solution is able to predict the amount
of mass absorbed into the fibrous wicks F6 and F7 with a satisfying degree of accuracy.

Figure 56 Comparison between the numerical simulation and experimental results for the mass
of liquid imbibed into wick F6
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Figure 57 Comparison between the numerical simulation and experimental results for the mass
of liquid imbibed into wick F7

In our developed theoretical model as well as the numerical simulations, wick properties
such as the porosity and fiber diameter play critical roles, as the comparisons between Figure 53
and Figure 55 as well as Figure 56 and Figure 57 show the difference between the performance of
wicks F6 and F7 that have different porosities and fiber diameters. This comparison demonstrates
the effect of changes in porosity and diameter on the wicking process. As shown in Figure 57, as
the porosity and fiber diameter for wick F7 is slightly higher than those for wick F6, the amount
of absorbed liquid into the wick F7 is a higher. However, in the absence of any analytical
expression for front height as a function of time (as was in chapter 3), a less-than-satisfactory study
of the dependence of porosity and fiber diameter on front height can be established here in the
present numerical study. As a result, no clear-cut optimum values of these properties can be
deciphered, unlike the case where analytical results are available [83].
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4-5-3 Saturation as function of location for wicks F3 and F4

In this section, the numerical solutions of Richard equation are presented in order to study
their effectiveness in predicting the axial saturation distributions in fibrous wicks. The numerical
predictions for saturation, obtained from COMSOL, are shown in Figure 58 and Figure 59.
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Figure 58. The evolution of numerical solutions by the Richards equation as obtained
from COMSOL for wick F3. The solid curves pertain to the solution in the ‘real’ region
while the dashed curves correspond to the solution in the extended ‘imaginary’ region
beyond the 5 cm wick length. The saturation curve corresponding to 75 seconds is
expected to be close to the saturation distribution at 75 seconds shown in (F3) of Figure
34 (Page 88).
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83 Seconds

Figure 59. The evolution of numerical solutions by the Richards equation as obtained
from COMSOL for wick F4. The solid curves pertain to the solution in the ‘real’ region
while the dashed curves correspond to the solution in the extended ‘imaginary’ region
beyond the 10 cm wick length. The saturation curve corresponding to 83 seconds is
expected to be close to the saturation distribution at 83 seconds shown in (F4) of Figure
34

Figure 58 and Figure 59 show the saturation level in the wicks F3 and F4 at different times
after the start of wicking process. As it can be seen from the marked curves in Figure 58 and Figure
59, expected to be close to the 75 seconds and the 83 seconds saturation-distributions for the wick
F3 and F4, it can be argued that there is a reasonable qualitative match between the numerical
predictions of saturation and the visually observed saturation in Figure 34 for the wicks F3 and F4.
(Note that we could not achieve a ‘hard’ comparison between the numerical and
experimental saturation distributions as seen in our previous work [84] because there the
experimental evaluation of saturation was done under steady-state condition and where the glassfiber wick could be frozen in liquid Nitrogen and subsequently sliced and weighed, as there was
no time-dependent change in saturation distribution. Any such freezing operation, which typically
takes a minute at least, would allow the liquid to further move along the z axis in the wicks F3 and
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F4 and thus change the saturation distributions at any chosen time.
We would like to offer a final observation on the utility of the Richards equation based
wicking model. Though it is based on the more comprehensive unsaturated flow model that
incorporates all the relevant aspects of two-phase flow physics through the use of the relative
permeability and capillary pressure versus saturation plots, it is proving to be not that useful as the
sharp-front type wicking model. For one thing, the properties such as the relative permeability and
capillary pressure are quite challenging to estimate numerically (or even measure directly[26]).
Secondly, important quantities such as the absorbed liquid-mass as a function of time cannot be
expressed using explicit formulas such as Eqn. 23 in conjunction of Eqn. 22 where the role of
various quantities (such as surface tension, contact angle, viscosity, permeability, porosity,
fiber/particle diameter, etc.) is delineated clearly. Because of these advantages, the sharp-front
models, despite having a rather limited and restricted flow physics, are quite useful to the users
and designers of industrial wicks.

4-6 Summary and discussion
Section 4-4-1, indicated that imbibition of a liquid into a wick made of aligned fibers is
characterized by distribution of partial saturation along the wick axis caused by ‘pumping’ of
liquid along fiber clusters. In this chapter, we successfully employed Richards equation to predict
saturation distribution along the wick axis. While doing this, we broke new ground on several
fronts. First was the development of an appropriate form of Richards equation using the
unsaturated flow theory in a transversely-isotropic porous medium. Secondly, we employed the
state-of-the-art software GeoDict to determine important properties including the permeability,
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relative permeability and capillary pressure directly from pore-scale simulations. Thirdly, a new
liquid-N2 based freezing technique is employed to determine experimentally the saturation along
the wick length. The Richards equation-based numerical simulations were generated in 1-D using
Mathematica and in 2-D using COMSOL. These results, having tallied with each other, were then
compared with experimental data obtained from measuring the axial liquid-content/saturation in
two different types of glass fiber wicks. Good agreements, especially after including gravity
effects, were observed between the experimental results and numerical predictions. The new
liquid-N2 a new liquid-N2 based freezing technique was unable to get the saturation distribution
along the full length of the wick due to the quick thawing of the cut wick segments, and hence was
unable to furnish the absorbed liquid mass vs time (m-vs-t) plot. The sharp-front model used in
chapter 3, which is quite successful in replicating the m-vs-t measured through a wick-dipping
experiment, was employed instead. The m-vs-t plot obtained from our two numerical simulations
compared favorably with the sharp-front analytical formula. This positive result, along with the
affirmation of the numerically predicted saturation distribution along the wick axis, establishes the
efficacy of Richards equation in modeling imbibition of liquids in dry glass-fiber wicks.
To predict the diffuse flow-front observed in the last two fibrous wicks (F3 and F4), we
employed a theoretical model based on the Richards equation to explain the gradually decreasing
saturation behind liquid fronts in those wicks. An artificial unit cell of randomly arranged parallelfibers was first created using GeoDict where we then ran some simulations to obtain the plots of
the capillary pressure and relative permeability as a functions of saturation. The Richards-equation
based model, solved using COMSOL, is able to predict saturation profiles as a function of time,
which seem, at least qualitatively, to match the experimental observations.
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Chapter 5: Investigating Liquid-Front Formation using CFD
5-1 Introduction
During the wicking process, liquid (the wetting phase) removes air (the non-wetting phase)
from the pores of wicks and then then fills them up thus insuring 100% saturation. As a result, the
liquid front at the pore (micro) level acts as the interface between the liquid and air phases. In some
previous studies, the wettability has been measured through the rate of advance of a liquid front
[85, 86]. There have been some investigations which focused on finding different parameters
affecting the wicking process and to evaluate the sensitivity of liquid front to these parameters.
Hu et al [86] conducted a quantitative analysis based on a pore-scale simulation and
investigated the transition of liquid fronts form from fingering to stable flow under the effect of
wettability. They suggested that the progress of liquid front slows down under reduced wettability
condition. Zhang et al [87]. conducted a series of displacement experiments and concluded that
the front shape is highly dependent on different parameters such as the capillary number, viscosity
ratio and the heterogeneity of the porous medium. Bakhshian et al [88] simulated the front
movement during the drainage process using the Lattice Boltzmann method for different cases of
viscosity ratios and capillary numbers. They observed that the formation of the fluid front and its
transition between its different forms is strongly a function of microscopic flow patterns and
invasion dynamics. They found that a low viscosity ratio causes a lower degree of saturation of
the non-wetting phase at the breakthrough time (i.e., when the non-wetting fluid reaches the outlet
boundary). The lower saturation level leads to a diffuse pattern of front movement and
consequently leads to breaking up of fingers into droplets. In contrast, a high viscosity ratio leads
to higher saturation of the non-wetting phase as a result of slow movement of the liquid front [88].
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In addition to exploring the capillary number, viscosity ratio and wettability parameters,
some studies focused on the formation and movement of liquid front under the effect of varying
permeability. Shabina et al [89]. analyzed the capillary driven flow of a wetting phase while
displacing the non-wetting phase in layered porous medium. They noted that in a stack of layers
with different permeability values, the fluid front in the lower permeability (higher capillary
pressure) layer will always lead. For example, in a three layered porous medium, the front leads in
the small-permeability layer and is followed by the front in the medium-permeability layer, which
in turn is followed by the front in the large-permeability layer. On the other hand, in a study done
by Reyssat et al [90] on the imbibition process in a layered porous medium, a sharp front was
observed despite the medium having layers with different a permeability values in the direction
of the flow.

Among all the conducted investigations, the one by Bico and Que´re´ [91] was the first to
demonstrate that the liquid front, during the spontaneous imbibition of a wetting fluid into a porous
medium, has two forms: sharp and diffuse. During the imbibition process with a diffusive front,
the wetting phase was found to lead in the smaller pores of a porous medium, unlike the predictions
of the traditional capillary-tube bundle model. Bico and Que´re´ also discovered that a large spread
in the pore size distribution is the main cause of formation of the diffusive fronts. Later, more
studies were done on wicking in different type of porous media including paper napkins, towels,
diapers and fractured oil reservoirs which observed the formation and progress of diffusive fronts
[92-94]. Ferer et al [95] showed that, unlike the large-scale multiphase flows in porous media, the
saturation front displacement at small-scale flows is a nonlinear function of time and is caused by
the fingering phenomena at pore-scale.
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As investigated in chapter 2, mainly three different types of liquid-fronts are observed
during the imbibition of a liquid into a porous wick: sharp, semi-sharp, and diffuse. There we
noticed that sometimes the same type of wicks have different types of liquid fronts: the fibrous
wicks displayed both the semi-sharp and diffuse fronts. And, the main conclusions of chapters 3
and 4 indicate that the type liquid front is most important for applying the appropriate mathematical
model and thus to estimate important quantities related to the wicking process such as the height
of liquid front as function of time, maximum flow-rate at the top of a wick, and steady state height.
In this chapter, we use FLUENT for modeling two-phase (liquid-air) flow in different porous
media and tracking the movement of interface representing the liquid front. Thus the effect of
microstructure on the formation and progress of liquid fronts in different wicks is studied.

5-2 Mathematical Model
5-2-1

Introduction

The existence of interface arises from the flow of two immiscible fluids (to be called phases
here). Two-phase flow in complex pore cavities lead to the evolution of a complex topology of the
interface. Two-phase flows at the pore (micro) scale are simulated by solving the set of Navier–
Stokes equations coupled with an equation to track the interface [96]. Since our CFD
(computational fluid dynamics) investigations using FLUENT are in 2D, the following equations
are similarly adapted.
Continuity:
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Here ρ is the fluid density, u is the fluid velocity component in the x-direction, v is the fluid velocity
component in the y-direction, P is the pressure and µ is the viscosity. Sx and Sy are the source
terms which include the gravity term and the surface tension contribution.
Boundary conditions:
The interface is considered as a free surface at constant pressures (with a jump due to
curvature and normal stresses) but without any shear stresses. Since there is no mass exchange due
to evaporation or condensation on the interface, the boundary conditions applied are as follows:
Continuity condition:
( ) =( ) =( )

(97)

Normal stress balance:

−

=

+2

−2

(98)

Here subscript 1 stands for air (non-wetting phase) and subscript 2 denotes the wicking fluid
(wetting phase), γ is the surface tension, κ is the curvature, P is the pressure. As shown in

Figure 60, Vn is the normal velocity component, with the normal pointing from fluid 2 (wetting)
into fluid 1 (non-wetting). The curvature of the interface
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, is defined through the formula

= R’ + R”

(99)

where R’ and R” are the local principal radii of curvature.

Fluid 1
Normal to interface

Fluid 2

Figure 60 The interface formed between the wetting and non-wetting phases

5-2-2

VOF Method

Volume of Fluid is classified as Euler method, as it solves a scalar transport equation in
the Eulerian frame [97-99]. Generally, the Euler’s methods are described by a grid, which can be
either stationary or non-stationary (for moving boundaries), and all the phases are treated as
continuous, and specifically, the VOF method does not allow the phases to be interpenetrating.
The Euler’s methods follow the location and shape of the surface. Hence, in examples with moving
boundaries, the grid motion can be determined by computing changes in surface locations.
For the first time in the history of volume tracking methods, DeBar [100], Hirt and Nichols
[101], and Noh and Woodward [102] introduced their methods [103] in the early 1970s. DeBar’s
model was named KRAKEN and was based on Eulerian hydrodynamics. By using a piecewise
linear approximation, it was able to model compressible non-viscous flow of several fluids in an
axially symmetric (2D) region [100]. [102]. Later, models similar to DeBar’s method after adding
some modifications were introduced by other researchers [104] [105]. In 1982, Hirt et al developed
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a novel method to track an interface known as the VOF method [101, 106]. This method uses a
piecewise constant/“stair-stepped” approximation and by computing the movement of interface,
calculates its location and shape in a most accurate way. Noh and Woodward’s’ method was called
SLIC (Simple Line Interface Calculation) method and it approximates the interfaces as piecewise
constant. The fluid surfaces (interfaces) are represented locally for each mixed cell and these
surfaces are defined as a composition of one space dimensional components which are assumed to
be straight lines in 2D (planes in 3D) and aligned with one of the logical mesh coordinates. SLIC
was based on KRAKEN model, but it chooses simpler interface geometry compared to KRAKEN
which makes it a better method for multiple phases within a given mixed cell. Hence, based on the
three introduced methods, we can categorize most of the developed volume tracking algorithms
[101, 107-111] into three interface reconstruction categories: piecewise constant, piecewise
constant/stair-stepping, or piecewise linear.
There have been many investigations conducted using the VOF method in different areas
involving multiple phases and using the formation of interfaces. These involved the modeling of
the evaporation process [112-114], the boiling flows [115-117], and the wave formation and
propagation [118-121], etc. The VOF method tracks the volume fraction of each phase instead of
tracking the interface itself and the interface is reconstructed from the values of volume fraction
or the fraction function [110]. In order to track the interface between the wetting and non-wetting
phases, the VOF method uses a color function [103]. Color function has the properties of volume
fraction as it has a value of one or zero when a control volume is entirely filled with one or the
other of the phases, and a value between one and zero when an interface is present in the control
volume.
As mentioned in the theory of VOF method, a function ξ(x,y,t) is defined in order to track
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the interface. ξ is defined to be unity at any point occupied by the wetting phase and zero at any
point occupied by the non-wetting phase. Hence, during the numerical simulation, if ξ(i,j)=1 the
cell i,j is full of the wetting phase, and if ξ (i,j)=0 the cell i,j is empty of the wetting phase and full
of the non-wetting phase. Consequently, when the value for this function falls between 0 and 1,
the cell contains the interface. Therefore, the governing equation for the tracking function becomes
+

( )

+

(

)

=0

(100)

where the initial condition, i.e. ξ (x,y,0), is given by initializing the free surface geometry.
The above equation states that ξ moves with the fluid in time and space. Numerical solution of this
equation for ξ gives ξi,j directly. The VOF method requires only one storage variable for each mesh
cell to define the interface. The detailed shape is then processed after ξ is computed. In a Eulerian
calculation, it is necessary to compute the flow of fluid through the mesh, which requires an
averaging of the flow properties. Thus, the density and viscosity are averaged as follows:
=
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(101)
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(102)

For a meshbased numerical simulation, new properties based on fluid properties of both
materials should be considered in the cell containing the free surface, and the governing equations
should be rewritten as follows [122]:
Continuity:
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Rider et al [103] describes the steps of the VOF method as follows. First the fluid volumes
are initialized in each computational cell or control volume using a specified interface geometry.
One need to compute fluid volumes in each cell containing the interface (called mixed cells) since
both the wetting and non-wetting phases are present in those cells. Exact interface information is
then discarded in favor of the discrete volume data which is saved as volume fractions. Since a
unique interface configuration does not exist once the exact interface location is replaced with
discrete volume data, interface has to be reconstructed to extract the detailed interface information
and the reconstructed interface must truncate cells with a volume equal to the discrete fluid
volumes [103].
As we used FLUENT to simulate the two-phase flow and track the formation and progress
of the interface, control-volume formulation requires that convection and diffusion fluxes through
the control volume faces be computed and balanced with source terms within the control volume
itself. One of the schemes that FLUENT uses to calculate the face fluxes for the VOF model is
geometric reconstruction, in which FLUENT applies a special interpolation treatment (compared
to the other methods such as the Donor-Acceptor method) to the cells that lie near the interface
between two phases (Figure 61).
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Figure 61 Comparison between the actual interface and the computed ones using different
methods in FLUENT: a) actual interface, b) geometric reconstruction, c) donor-acceptor [123]
The geometric reconstruction scheme, in which the standard interpolation schemes is being
used, represents the interface between fluids using a piecewise-linear approach which is one of the
most accurate and applicable for general unstructured meshes. The first step of geometric
reconstruction is calculating the position of the linear interface relative to the center of each
partially-filled cell based on information about the volume fraction and its derivatives. The next
step is calculating the amount of fluid advecting through each face using the computed linear
interface representation, and information about the normal and tangential velocity distribution on
the face. In the last step, based on the balance of fluxes calculated in the second step, the volume
fraction in each cell is calculated [123].
In FLUENT, the surface curvature is computed from local gradients in the surface normal
at the interface:
=∇

(107)

Hence the curvature, is defined as:
= ∇.

(108)
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5-3 Case Studies
In our earlier studies listed in previous chapters, we had found that wick microstructure
plays a big role in deciding whether the liquid front during wicking is sharp, semi-sharp or diffuse.
All our sintered-beads wicks showed sharp fronts, while most of the fibrous wicks with fibers
mostly aligned with the wick axis displayed diffuse fronts with only a few showing the semi-sharp
fronts. It was also observed that the porosity also plays a role, with lower porosities in fibrous
wicks giving rise to semi-sharp fronts while higher porosities (accompanied with fiber clustering)
in fibrous wicks leading to diffuse fronts. Our aim here is to conduct a 2D two-phase (liquid-air)
flow simulation in both particulate (bead-like) and fibrous microstructures after including the
capillary pressure and gravity effects, and to see if we can validate our earlier empirical
observations about the dependence of macroscopic flow-front type on particle shape and porosity.
In our present investigation, we modeled the wicking process in a series of geometries
representing a porous media packed with beads or fibers. In order to have an accurate investigation
on the formation and progression of liquid fronts, we created 7 (seven) different geometries to
have a gradual transition from a porous medium created by spherical beads (circles in 2D) to a
porous medium made of very long fiber-like ellipsoids (ellipses in 2D). To have a CFD amenable
representation of our real wick microstructures, we started with circles with diameter of 20 µm
and kept turning them into longer and longer ellipses with dimensions (minor diameter*major
diameter) of 20*40, 20*80, 20*160, 20*320, 20*640 and 20*1280 µm as shown in Figure 62. This
transition from a circle to a very long ellipse helps us to investigate the differences in shape and
progress of liquid fronts in the corresponding porous media. In order to consider the effect of
porosity on the formation and progress of liquid fronts, we considered two cases of 50% and 70%
porosities.
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In order to create unit-cells of our porous medium, we used state-of-the-art software
GeoDict. To generate a unit-cell that conforms to the microstructure of our porous media, we
needed to input the fiber diameter, porosity, and orientation of the fibers. Then Geodict starts to
randomly pack the particles inside a cube-like unit-cell. In the following sections, we will explain
the created unit-cells and simulation results.
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20*20

20*40

20*80

20*160

20*320

20*640

20*1280

Figure 62 Sample of ellipses used to pack and create unit cells representing the investigated
porous media
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In order to import the unit-cells into FLUENT and to define the boundaries (Inlet, Outlet,
ellipse surface, and walls), we had to do some modifications in term of making the unit-cells into
geometries can be imported and read by FLUENT. Figure 63 shows an example of the original
GeoDict-created unit-cell and the modified unit-cell prepared for FLUENT.

Figure 63 The process of modifying a unit-cell created by GeoDict , which is to be imported and
read into FLUENT
5-3-1 Boundary condition
After preparing the geometry and importing it into FLUENT, the boundaries were defined
as shown in Figure 64 and the conditions applied on the surfaces are as follow:
1-0 Pa gage pressure at the inlet
2- 0 Pa gage pressure at the outlet
3- 0 degree as the contact angle between the wicking liquid and ellipses
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Particle or fibers
Walls
Inlet
Outlet

Figure 64 Boundaries of the geometry imported into FLUENT
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5-3-2 Case 1: Porosity of 50%
The first studied case was that of unit-cells packed with ellipses representing particles or
fibers with a porosity of 50%. As explained earlier, GeoDict packs the unit-cells by randomly
arranging the ellipses. Hence, as shown in Figure 65, randomly packing the unit-cells helped us to
do the investigation by cancelling bias of ellipse-cluster orientations along certain directions and
allowed us to be able to generalize its outcomes along the vertical (flow) direction. Figure 65
shows the seven created unit-cells showing the gradual transition from a medium made of particles
to a medium made of fibers.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 65 The unit-cells created with GeoDict representing porous media at 50% porosity: the
unit cells (a) to (g) show a gradual transition from a particulate porous media to a fibrous porous
media. Ellipse dimensions (minor diameter*major diameter) in unit cells: a) 20*20 µm, b) 20*40
µm, c) 20*80 µm, d) 20*160 µm, e) 20*320 µm, f) 20*640 µm, g) 20*1280 µm
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5-3-3 Case 2: Porosity of 70%
The second scenario investigated was that of porosity being 70%. Like we did for porosity
of 50%, we used GeoDict to create the unit-cells (Figure 66). As mentioned earlier, one benefit of
having higher porosity is that we can study the effect of clustering in our simulation as well.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 66 The unit-cells created with GeoDict representing porous media at 70% porosity: the
unit cells (a) to (g) show a gradual transition from a particulate porous media to a fibrous porous
media. Ellipse dimensions (minor diameter*major diameter) in unit cells: a) 20*20 µm, b) 20*40
µm, c) 20*80 µm, d) 20*160 µm, e) 20*320 µm, f) 20*640 µm, g) 20*1280 µm
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5-4 Result and conclusion
After importing the prepared geometries into FLUENT, after applying the boundary
conditions, and after activating the multiphase module, we are finally ready to run the simulation.
In the following sub-sections, we present the results of the simulation; after interpreting them, we
offer the salient conclusions.
5-4-1 Formation and progression of liquid front
Figure 67 and Figure 68 show the evolution with time of the interface between the wetting
and non-wetting phases during the simulation of imbibition (wicking) process for unit-cells with
porosities of 50% and 70%, respectively. To have a better understanding of the formation and
progress of the interface, we showed the results corresponding to three different time steps in the
same geometry.
On studying the sequence of figures from Figure 67 (a) to (g), we see clearly how the front
formation is influenced by the aspect ratio of ellipses at lower porosity of 50%. For the 20*20 µm
and 20*40 µm ellipses, which can consider as circular or near-circular particles, we observe a
some-what flat front in the unit-cell. This means that transition from the fully wet 100% saturation
to the dry 0% saturation happens over a small distance, notwithstanding the deviations caused by
local heterogeneity due to clustering. This perhaps points to the front being a sharp front when
looked macroscopically, and it matches with our experimental observation that (macroscopic or
visual) liquid fronts in the sintered-beads wicks are invariably sharp. On replacing the circles with
ellipses of 1:4 aspect ratio (i.e., with 20*80 µm dimensions), the transition from the fully wet 100%
saturation to the dry 0% saturation happens over a larger distance. This trend strengthens and
transition region becomes longer when the ellipses changes to 1:8 (20*160 µm) and 1:16 (20*320
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µm) aspect ratios. Then the macroscopic interface which represents the visual liquid front may be
transitioning to becoming a semi-sharp front. One can witness the appearance of fingers of liquids
climbing preferentially in narrower spaces, thus leading to the loss of sharpness of the macroscopic
fronts. Finally, for the ellipses with higher aspect ratios of 1:32 (20*640 µm) and 1:64 (20*1280
µm), the trends become stronger of the heightening of finger formation and of the elongation of
the transition region. One can expect the visual front to become more and more diffuse.
A similar trend can be seen in Figure 68 (a) to (g) for 70% porosity. However, since the
porosity is higher, there are more gaps in the microstructure and more evidence of clustering of
‘particles’ or ‘fibers’. Through not much difference can be seen in the fluid distribution patterns
for the three initial ellipse sizes (20*20 µm, 20*40 µm and 20*80 µm), one can however observe
that the length over which the local saturation changes from 100% to 0% is now a bit longer. As a
result, the macroscopic front is perhaps likely to be changing from being sharp to being semi-sharp
more ‘easily’. For the last four ellipse sizes (20*160 µm, 20*320 µm, 20*640 µm, 20*1280 µm),
the length over which the local saturation changes from 100% to 0% is now clearly longer. Hence
the visual or macroscopic fronts are going to be more diffuse. In particular, a comparison of Figures
67(g) and 68(g) reveals that for the higher porosity case the micro fronts are more ‘broken up’,
have more pockets of air trapped, and extend over a longer length —clearly pointing to a more
diffuse visual (macro) front.
As was preliminarily concluded in section 2-3, our final conclusion from Figure 67 and
Figure 68 reaffirms that as the porosity increases, the liquid front type changes from sharp to semisharp to diffuse. In unit-cells with the lower porosity value, the particles and fibers are closer to
each other and more homogeneously distributed, and consequently, the tiny micro-fronts climb
uniformly in the interstitial channels to generate a sharper macro-front.
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As shown in Figure 68, as the porosity increases, there is more chance of particle/fiber
clustering and we observe higher concentrations of solid phase in several local areas of the
microstructure. Such an existence of clustering leads to local inhomogeneities and consequently
there will be faster motion of the wetting phase in these narrower channels. This leads to faster
climbs of tiny micro-fronts in the clusters compared to the more ‘open’ regions, which causes the
visual (macro) front to be more diffuse.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

(e)
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(f)

(g)
Figure 67 The movement of interface during the imbibition process in three different time
steps in the unit-cells with a porosity of 50%. The dimensions of ellipses are:
a) 20*20 µm, b) 20*40 µm, c) 20*80 µm, d) 20*160 µm, e) 20*320 µm, f) 20*640 µm, g)
20*1280 µm

(a)
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(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)

(g)
Figure 68 The movement of interface during the imbibition (wicking) process in three
different time steps in the unit-cells with a porosity of 70%. The dimensions of ellipses are:
a) 20*20 µm, b) 20*40 µm, c) 20*80 µm, d) 20*160 µm, e) 20*320 µm, f) 20*640 µm,
g) 20*1280 µm
5-4-2 Variation of saturation as a function of position along the flow direction
As was explained in chapter 2, 3 and 4, under different conditions of sharp front and
diffusive fronts, saturation become a function of time and position along the flow-direction
coordinate. Under the sharp fronts, all the void space behind the visual liquid fronts are filled,
completely saturated with the wicking fluid at 100% saturation, whereas under the diffusive front
conditions, there is no well-defined sharp front and the saturation gradually changes from 100%
to 0% over a finite length. Hence, it is important to study this dependence of saturation on location
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and time in our CFD study also.
In order to make this comparison, we selected 5 different time steps and for each time step,
by using the post-processor module of FLUENT, we obtained the fluid-phase distribution images
at specific liquid-front positions.
.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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(g)
Figure 69 Five different time-steps of the wicking CFD simulation for each unit-cell
having porosity of 50 %:
a) 20*20 µm, b) 20*40 µm, c) 20*80 µm, d) 20*160 µm, e) 20*320 µm, f) 20*640 µm, g)
20*1280 µm

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

148

(e)

(f)

(g)
Figure 70 Five different time-steps of the wicking CFD simulation for each unit-cell
having porosity of 70 %:
a) 20*20 µm, b) 20*40 µm, c) 20*80 µm, d) 20*160 µm, e) 20*320 µm, f) 20*640 µm, g)
20*1280 µm
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In order to estimate saturation as a function of location along the flow direction, we
discretize each image by superimposing a grid as shown in Figure 71. The grid is 25*25 and the
size of each grid component is 8 micrometers.

Figure 71 An example of the grid superimposed on one of the fluid-phase distribution
images obtained from the FLUENT post-processor module
Putting a grid on each image enabled us to compute the saturation at each horizontal row
of the grid. This was done by counting the number of squares filled by the wetting phase (red color)
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and its ratio to the number of all squares in each row, excluding the squares containing the solid
phase (white color). Hence, the number of squares ‘filled’ with the wicking liquid as well as the
number of squares occupied by the solid phase enable us to estimate the saturation in that row as:

S=

#

(109)

#

Figure 72 to Figure 78 show the saturation as a function of nondimensionalized location (
the size of each grid component or square × the row number
minor radius 20 μm

) for all 5 time steps for all the seven investigated

unit-cells for porosity of 50% (Figure 79 to Figure 85 for porosity of 30%)

Figure 72 The graph of saturation as function of nondimensionalized flow-direction coordinate
for 5 different time steps for the unit-cell packed with circles of diameter of 20 µm and with a
porosity of 50%
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Figure 73 The graph of saturation as function of nondimensionalized flow-direction coordinate
for 5 different time steps for the unit-cell packed with ellipses of dimensions 20*40 µm and with
a porosity of 50%

Figure 74 The graph of saturation as function of nondimensionalized flow-direction coordinate
for 5 different time steps for the unit-cell packed with ellipses of dimensions 20*80 µm and with
a porosity of 50%
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Figure 75 The graph of saturation as function of nondimensionalized flow-direction coordinate
for 5 different time steps for the unit-cell packed with ellipses of dimensions 20*160 µm and
with a porosity of 50%

Figure 76 The graph of saturation as function of nondimensionalized flow-direction coordinate
for 5 different time steps for the unit-cell packed with ellipses of dimensions 20*320 µm and
with a porosity of 50%
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Figure 77 The graph of saturation as function of nondimensionalized flow-direction coordinate
for 5 different time steps for the unit-cell packed with ellipses of dimensions 20*640 µm and
with a porosity of 50%

Figure 78 The graph of saturation as function of nondimensionalized flow-direction coordinate
for 5 different time steps for the unit-cell packed with ellipses of dimensions 20*1280 µm and
with a porosity of 50%
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Figure 79 The saturation evolution graph for 5 different time steps for the unit-cell packed with
circles of diameter of 20 µm at a porosity of 70%

Figure 80 The saturation evolution graph for 5 different time steps for the unit-cell packed with
ellipses of dimensions of 20*40 µm at a porosity of 70%
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Figure 81 The saturation evolution graph for 5 different time steps for the unit-cell packed with
ellipses of dimensions 20*80 µm at porosity of 70%

Figure 82 The saturation evolution graph for 5 different time steps for the unit-cell packed with
ellipses of dimensions 20*160 µm at a porosity of 70%
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Figure 83 The saturation evolution graph for 5 different time steps for the unit-cell packed with
ellipses of dimensions 20*320 µm at a porosity of 70%

Figure 84 The saturation evolution graph for 5 different time steps for the unit-cell packed with
ellipses of dimensions 20*640 µm at a porosity of 70%
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Figure 85 The saturation evolution graph for 5 different time steps for the unit-cell packed with
ellipses of dimensions 20*1280 µm at a porosity of 70%

Overall, by comparing the saturation progress and evolutions shown in
Figure 72 to Figure 78 and
Figure 79 to Figure 85 we observe that in general by elongating the solid-phase shape [and
in particular by substituting particles (circles) with fibers (ellipses)], the saturation profiles become
more fuzzy.
As expected, having sharp fronts causes saturation graphs to be step-like for the unit-cells
with 20*20 µm and 20*40 µm particles—as shown in
Figure 72 and Figure 73, and Figure 79 and Figure 80, for 50% and 70% porosities,
respectively. In Figure 74 and Figure 81, for the unit-cells packed with 20*80 µm ellipses, as the
saturation graph starts to become fuzzy, we can infer that the macro (visual) fronts turns from
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sharp into semi-sharp. Later, for higher the aspect ratios of 1:8 (20*160 µm), 1:16 (20*320 µm),
1:32 (20*640 µm), and 1:62 (20*1280 µm), the saturation graphs definitely grow fuzzier. As the
saturation profiles move away from the sharp 100%-to-0% drops and take the fuzzier shapes, it
points to the existence of a diffusive front during the imbibition (wicking) process.
Considering Figure 78 and combining it with Figure 69 (g) give us an interesting and very
important information about saturation distribution. From the two figures, one can argue that at
lower porosity value, since there is less clustering of fibers, the saturation graph gets less fuzzy
and the liquid front tends to take a less diffusive form. In addition, Figure 78 shows the saturation
levels are at its high values which means that most of the grid squares are filled by the wetting
phase; this is confirmed by Figure 69 (g). In contrast, we do not observe such a behavior for the
unit-cell packed with ellipses of 20*1280 µm for the 70% porosity; consequences of the higher
porosity are more clustering, more inhomogeneities, more micro-front formations, and finally
more micro-fingers formation during the wicking process.

5-5 Summary
In this chapter, we used FLUENT to model the formation and progress of liquid front by
simulating multiphase flow in the unit-cells created using ellipses. The removal of a non-wetting
phase (air) by the wetting phase (wicking liquid) was successfully simulated in 2D. For our
investigation, we created seven different unit-cells packed with ellipses of varying aspect ratios,
starting with circular particles of aspect ratio 1 and then by increasing the ratio to represent the
transition from particles to fibers.
The result showed that by increasing porosity from 50% to 70%, there is increasing
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tendency of the liquid front to form fingers on the microscopic fronts leading to the formation of
diffusive type visual (macroscopic) fronts. Increment in porosity causes inhomogeneities in porous
media due to clustering of solid phase which leads to preferential movement of the wetting phase
through narrow channels, thus leading to ‘break up’ of the micro-fronts and formation of diffused
visual fronts.
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Appendix 1: Derivation of Expression for Permeability in a Falling-Head
Permeameter
The 1-D Darcy flow in the wick sample used in the setup of Figure 5 can be modeled using the
Darcy’s law for anisotropic porous media as
0
=−

0
0

0
0

(A 1)

0

For the transversely isotropic wick, Ky = Kz. The corresponding macroscopic mass-balance
equation can be transformed as
.

=0→

+

+

=0→−

−

−

= 0 (A2)

The velocity in the transverse y,z direction, Vy and Vx, can be neglected (i.e., Vy ~ 0, Vx~ 0)
since we expect the wicking flow to be along the z (fiber) direction. As a result, the elliptic
equation reduces to a simple 1-D equation for pressure as
=0

(A3)

with its general solution of the form P(z) = Az + B valid within the range 0 ≤ z ≤ L. The
boundary conditions in terms of the modified pressure (i.e.,

=

+

where

is the

absolute pressure) are
=
=

+

(ℎ − ) +

at
=
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=0
+

(A4a)
ℎ

at

=

(A4b)

where ℎ is the height of the liquid meniscus in the burette. (Note that, as shown in Figure 5
ℎ >

.) On using these boundary conditions with the general solution results in the following

pressure distribution inside the wick sample:
( )=

ℎ

+

(A5)

Use of this result with Eq. A1 leads to the expression for Darcy velocity inside the wick:
|

|=

(A6)

Therefore, the formula for the flow rate through the wick can be derived to be
= | |.

=

(A7)

where A is the wick cross-section area. Note that the flow rate can be related to the rate of fall of
the meniscus as
=

=−

(A8)

where a is the burette cross-section area. From the last two equations, we get
=−

(A9)

This can be refashioned as
=−

(A10)

where C is given by the relation
=

(A11)
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The general solution of Eq. A10 is given as
(ℎ ) = −

+

(A12)

By using the conditions
ℎ =ℎ

=

ℎ =ℎ

at

(A13a)

=

(A13b)

Eq. A12 can be manipulated to yield the final expression for the vertical-direction permeability
of the fiber-glass wick sample as
=− (

−

)=−

(

−

) →

=

(

)

(A14)

Figure A1 A schematic of falling head permeameter [1]

Note that to the best of authors’ knowledge, this is a novel derivation as such a result has been
obtained only for isotropic porous media [1]—its derivation for the transversely isotropic
medium has been attempted only here. Also note that full permeability tensor is not obtained—
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only Kx is estimated through the experiment. With y and z direction flows being not relevant in
the current problem, Ky and Kz are not important and hence not estimated.
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Appendix 2: Quantifying the effect of buoyancy force in the accuracy of the
proposed model for absorbed mass of liquid into wicks

Let us study the various forces that come into action when the wick is submerged in a liquid. At
the start of dipping the wick, the buoyancy force acts on the wick and tends to push it out of the
liquid. This exertion of buoyancy force may cause some error in the estimation of the amount of
liquid absorbed by the wick, and we need to investigate the effect of buoyancy force on the
accuracy of our experiment.
Let us start the analysis by stating some assumptions. We assume that the portion of the
wick submerged under a liquid attains instantaneous saturation because of a strong radial motion
of liquid into the cylindrical wicks. This means that the initial rapidly-changing component of the
buoyancy force has died down and is not included in the analysis. Let us clarify the above given
statement with a little analysis. Note that the buoyancy force at the initial dipping is equal to
=
where FB is the buoyancy force,

(A15)

is the density of the liquid and Vsubmerged wick is the volume of

the submerged portion of the wick. After the liquid moves in radially into the wick and fills the
pore space between fibers, the buoyancy force is given by
=
Here

(1 − )

(A16)

is the porosity of the wick. If the fall of liquid level within the container in Figure 19 is

very small, then Vsubmerged wick can be taken to be a constant, and hence the buoyancy force being a
constant is a good assumption.
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As a result, the pore space between fibers in the submerged portion can be assumed to be
completely occupied by the liquid at time t = 0 (Figure A2). Now as the liquid starts rising in the
wick in the space between fibers, the role of the constant buoyancy force on the gained mass of
liquid is explored.

Figure A2 A schematic showing liquid menisci between glass fibers inside the wick

Force balance for the wick:
If we consider the wick held by the rod (Figure 21), the force balance for the wick can be written
as
( )=

( )

−

(A17)

As shown in Figure A3, FB is the buoyancy force created due to the submergence of fibers below
the outside liquid level, T is the force applied by the rod, and Mw is the mass of dry wick in
addition to the mass of the liquid inside the wick that has climbed above the outside liquid-level.
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Figure A3 Force balance for the wick inserted into the liquid

Force balance for the liquid container:
Let us now consider the force balance for the liquid inside the container (sans the liquid climbed
into the wick) as shown in Figure A4:
( )=

( )

+

(A18)

The mass of liquid in the container changes with time as
( )=

−

( )

(A19)

Figure A4 Force balance diagram for the liquid container without the wick
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Here Mini is the initial mass of the liquid inside the container which includes the initial mass of
the liquid that rushed into the submerged portion of the wick to make it completely saturated.
Mabs liq is the time-dependent mass of the liquid absorbed subsequently into the wick and is the
mass of liquid climbed above the liquid level in the container (Figure A4). R(t) is the force
exerted by the balance and is equal to the force read by the balance—a decrease in this force
gives the mass of the liquid absorbed into the wick.
A little thought will reveal that a constant FB will not interfere with the wick weight-gain
estimation using the balance before-and-after readings through Eqn. A18. From Eqns. A18 and
A19, one can derive the following relation between a change in the balance reading, ∆ ( ), and
( ):

the corresponding change in the wicked liquid-mass, ∆
∆ ( )=∆ ( )

(A20)

such that
∆ ( ) = −∆
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( )

(A21)

Appendix 3: Derivation of Richards equation for a TransverselyIsotropic Porous Medium
Though the derivation of Richards equation is well known in the literature [124, 125] , the
authors have not come across its derivation for glass-fiber wicks, which, due to that fact that the
porous medium created by a clutch of parallel glass fibers has different flow properties along fiberaxes as compared to the direction transverse to the fibers. Such a porous medium is characterized
as a transversely-isotropic medium where the permeability is in the form of a tensor, with its
principal permeability along the fibers being very different from the principal permeability
transverse to the fiber axis. Moreover, the transverse permeability is isotropic (not changing with
direction) in the cross-sectional plane of the wick. We present this detailed derivation of Richards
equation for this rather unusual case.
Under unsaturated flows in porous media where the porous medium remains partially
saturated, we consider the liquid-phase saturation, Sw, (which is defined as the ratio of liquid
volume within pores to the total pore volume within an averaging volume) as the primary variable
in order to describe the fluid flow and redistribution. The mass balance equation for the liquid
phase can be described as
+ ∇. 〈 ⃗〉 = 0

(A22)

where 〈v ⃗〉 is the macroscopic Darcy velocity, defined as
〈 ⃗〉 = −

(

)

. ∇〈 〉

(A23)

Note that 〈 〉 and 〈 〉 represent the phase average and intrinsic phase-average of any volume
averaged flow quantity as defined by [126]. Here ∇〈 〉 is the gradient of the pore-averaged
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piezometric head, also called the hydraulic head, which is defined as
=
where

+

(A24)

is the hydrodynamic pressure of the wetting (liquid) phase. Here

and

are the liquid

viscosity and density, respectively; g is the acceleration due to gravity. Also, in Eq. A23,

is

presented as the hydraulic conductivity tensor which is defined in terms of the permeability tensor,
K, as
=

(A25)

On substituting Eq. A24 in Eq. A23, the Darcy velocity can be re-expressed as
〈 ⃗〉 = − ( )
Since

.∇

〈

〉

+

(A26)

, the hydraulic conductivity tensor, is a function of the permeability tensor (Eq. A4), the

final form of Darcy velocity can be defined as
〈 ⃗〉 = −

. ∇(〈

〉 +

)

(A27)

On substituting Darcy velocity from Eq. A26 into Eq. A1, one can derive the equation for the
saturation of the wetting phase as
− ∇.

. ∇(〈

〉 +

)=0

On applying the gradient to the bracket in Eq. A27 and noticing that ∇z =
= ∇.

. ∇(〈

〉 ) + ∇. (

.

(A28)

k = k, we get
k⃗)

(A29)

On using the chain rule on, assuming the liquid density to be constant, noticing that ∇. k =
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,

as well as on using the fact that the permeability tensor is diagonal, i.e.,
0
0
0

=

0
0 ,

0

Eq. A28 can be expressed as
〈

=

〉

〈

+

〉

+

〈

(

〉

) +

(

)

(A30)
The capillary pressure, which relates the pore-averaged pressures of the liquid and air phases, can
be expressed in the present case as
〈 〉=〈

〉 −〈

〉

(A31)

Since the air, the non-wetting phase, is assumed to be interconnected and its pressure equal to the
atmospheric pressure, therefore
〈
In Eq. A30, both

and

〉 =

−〈 〉

(A32)

are functions of saturation. Hence, on substituting Eq. A32 in Eq. A30,

we can state the latter entirely in terms of the primary variable Sw as
=−
( (

)

〈

〉

(
)+

)
(

〈

〉

−

)

(

)

〈

〉

−
(A33)

The Richards equation has two main parts: one expressing the contribution of the suction pressure,
and the other the contribution of the gravitational component of the total potential driving the
Darcy velocity. Which of these two parts dominates depends on the boundary and initial conditions
and on the stage of the process considered. Hence, in Eq. A33, all the terms are to be retained.
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However, in order to simplify its form, we introduce Dg and Dij (Sw), the diffusivity coefficient and
the capillary diffusivity tensor, respectively, as
=−

=−

(A34)
〈

〉

(

)

(A35)

where the coefficients i and j can take values x, y and z. Note that since the permeability tensor is
diagonal, the capillary diffusivity tensor is diagonal too. On using Eqs. A35 and A36 in Eq. A34,
the final form of Richards equation is recovered as
=

(

)

+

(

)

+
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(

)

−

(

)

(A36)
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